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This column could easily be
called "Golf Gossip."
It starts off with
- story about ww
Dr. Ward Bushart who got the 
• •
• When the Children
HE NE University of Ky.f Rxington, KY.
— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume NineteeR Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, June 23, 1950
real bug while visiting the 
T e ephones Going up Again
Thomas Callihans in Washington, I
D. C. Dr. Ward stayed home most I
of his first three days in that
city, just relaxing and listening
to golf balls whiz by in the back
yard. (The Callihans live on the
edge of a golf course in Wash-
ington.)
Well, after those first days the
good doctor could stand it no
longer and decided to indulge in
this favorite sport of men, wo-
men and boys. He went to one of
the famous golf stores, bought
natty white golf cap, cleated
shoes and golfing glove. He join-
ed the men folks on the course
and, was ready for a big game. It
was much to his chargin to have
the pro whisper to him:
"Doctor, you wear the, glove
on your left hand instead of the
right."
This little set-back has not up-
set the Doc. He was out at the
'club several afternoons this week
• and is "larnin" mighty fast.
2 ears
Southern Bell Telephone &
Telegraph Company asked the
Public Service Commission last
week to let it increase rates $2,-
691,000 a year.
It was the fourth time in Via
years that Southern Bell has
raised its rates. The higher rates
will go into effect July 6, after
the company posts bond to in-
sure repayment if the P. S. C.
should disallow the request.
Claude J. Yates, Kentucky
manager for Southern Bell, cited
a continued rise in the cost of
•
The Wade girls, (Florence
Beadles and Lillian Blagg) have
had their troubles lately on the
course. Florence has been plagued
by a little scrawny kitten- who
jus.persists in making the rounds
with her. In spite of the hazards in
which the little kitty is placed
(to get her lost) somehow or
other the kitten just naturally
finds Florence. One day she put
the feline in the creek and sure-
ly expected it to wander off in
some far off direction, but lo
and behold when Florence got,
back to the car, there was the
kitty. Where in the world is










I enjoy the children's stories
whicle you have published.. I
should like to pass one my
little boy 'pulled" at church on
Childrens Day
Bill Bailey, aged 22 months
was sitting beside has mother in
church when he suddenly
espied her summer white
gloves on her Jiands. As only
a child can be so unperturbed
by his surroundings when a
mother wants him to be "at his
best" he looked up and aloud
asked, "Hands cold, Mommy?"
You can imagine my em-
barrassment when folks began
turning around to grin at him—
but then I was grinning too.
'Mrs. B. W. Bailey
Hickman, Kentucky
Send your little stories about
children to the Children's Edi-
tor, The Fulton Nei vs, Fulton,
Ky. The News will pay $1.00
for each one printed.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Page of De-
troit have returned to their
home after a visit with her





ment'factory were told to stay at
their posts of duty without any
fear of unemployment, Leo
Greengrass, manager of the plant
'announced today. Although the
company is negotiating for larger
quarters and additional floor
space in which to expand their
operations, no definite plan of
It Pays to Advertise!
FOR RENT: House, lot and gar-
den in Cayce for $15 per
month. H. L. Hardy, Fulton,
Kentucky.
The above ad, which appeared
in the News classified column for
the last two weeks, was seen by a
lady in St. Louis, who immediate-
ly wrote Mr. Hardy' and rented
the property.
If you have something to sell,
there is always someone wanting
to buy it; if you wish to buy
something, there is always some-
one wanting to sell; if you wish
to swap, hire, rent, etc . . . cir-
culate your advertisement
throughout Fulton and its trade
territory through the classified
column of the News. The cost is
low.
-Phone 4-7-0 or write the News
today; we'll put it in next week's
paper and get results for you!
MSC cafeteria, will be made by Southern Bell says
 its latest News Ed Wins Two Awards;
William Howard Taft of Defiance rjate request will 
increase its in-
band Byron are the most en-
And Lillian, who with her hue. Meeman, editor of .
The Memphis company will get only about est Column and ReportingCollege, Ohio and Edward J. come $2.691,000 a year, 
but the fl 
thuiastic golfers, has had her
troubles too. Byron decided to
help her along with her playing
end give her a few instructions
at their home club in Nashville.
Lillian woefullr advises that the
instructions have' added 18 strok-
es to her game. We know exactly
what she means.
In spite of the persistent play-
ing and practice done by our
men golfers, they got pretty bad-
ly beaten at the golf tournament
in Mayfield Sunday.
All is not lost Bob White, presi:
dent of the Woodlawn Realty
Company said at the opening
get-together at the Country Club
fast Thursday regarding the
clubhouse project. Bob has a lit-
tle bee in his bonnet about get-
ting a clubhouse built, but is
being extra cautious to see that
the right kind of operation in
secured for the grounds.
Then there's the good and hard
luck witnessed by folk like
Louise Killebrew and Louise
Binford. Louise K. can hit a hall
in the trees and it will bounce
back on a good spot on the fair-
way, just right for getting near
the glean. Poor Louise B. has 'em
in • .t.hees and they bounce
backehome like a boomerang.
Ming aiRt a game, its • 'a
gamble.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
editors and publishers of the
News are among the more than
150 editors of small city dailies
and weekly newspapers in the
Mid-South area who have been
invited to attend the first annual
Community Newspaper Institute
to be staged at Memphis State
College on Friday, July 7.
Featured speaker at the meet-
ing will be Hodding Carter,
prominent Pulitzer-prize-winning
editor from Greenville, Miss., Mr.
Carter will deliver a convocation-
al talk at 2 o'clock Friday after-
noon and will later lead a panel
discussion on 'Editorial Pro-
blends."
Keynote addresses at the
luncheon, to be staged in the
Not long ago Leroy Latta over
at Western Auto bought a good
old Model "A" Ford truck to use
for general utility trips, fishing,
hunting, etc. Ran just like a clock.
said Leroy, and not a dern thing
wrong with it but that back
window . . the safety glass has
'Ifone bad and you can't see a
thief); out of it.
Leroy painted it up, fixed it,
tinkered with the motor and
everything was fine . . . all but
that foggy back window.'
Last week his complaints fell
on sympathetic ears: E. L.
("Cookie") Cooke, his across-the-
Street neighbor, listened to the
story, looked at the window, and
meditated. A few minutes later,
as Leroy was back inside the
store, he heard the tinkle of
glass, and Cooke appeared in the
doorway, hammer in hand . .. to
announce that vision to the rear
was now clear and unobstructed.
DeTWITT/CR—"Last night my
wife dreamed she was Married to
a millionaire."
DeTWEET — "Lucky dog!
That's what MY wife thinks In
the daytime."
You can be sure if you laugh at
vour troubles you'll never run
out of something to laugh at.
Press-Scimitar. Eldon Roark,
noted "Strolling" columnist of
the Press-Scimitar, is expected to
serve as master of ceremonies at
the luncheon.
Senate Passes Bill To
Authorize Hatcheries
The Senate last week passed
and sent to the House a bill to
authorize the expenditure of up to
075.000 for a new federal fish
hatchery and rearing ponds in
Kentucky.
Senator Virgil M. Chapman,
(D.-Ky.), co-sponsor of the bill
with Senator Garrett L. Withers,
said there are 13,000 miles of
spring-fed flowing streams and
120,000 ponds and small lakes in
Kentucky that require stocking.
operations as the reason for the
latest increase.
Southern Bell's previous three I
higher rate requests also, were
predicated on rising costs of
operation. The first two rate _in-
creases, in January and July of
1947, totaled $2,061,000. The
P. S. C. later epproved $1,626,100
and disallowed 434,000. The latter
amount was refunded to .custo-
mers.
The third request in July, 1946,
totaled $2,065,000. All of this was
disallowed- by the P. S. C. but
Franklin Circuit Judge William
B. Ardery reversed the decision
and sent the case back for further
study. The Court of Appeals de-
clined to review the case when
P. S. C. attorneys failed to file an
appeal from Judge Ardery's de-
cision within the legal 60-day
limit.
The status of the third case
still is in question. Southern Bell,
which has been collecting the
extra $2,065,000 a year since mid-
1948. contends it won a clear-cut
right to charge the higher rates
under the court decisions.
• The Public Service Commission
takes the position that the case
is back in its hands, where Judge
Ardery returned it after dis-
solving the P. S. C. order denying
the increase. Further hearings
on the third rate-raise request
may be scheduled. It is possible
that both today's request and the




Some 50 members and visitors
attended a meeting of the Paris
District Wesleyan Service Guild
in Fulton Sunday afternoon. The
local Guild of the First Methodist
Cherch acted as host.
Special guests included Mrs.
Smith Atkins, Conference pro
motional secretary, and Mrs.
Warren Graham, District promo-
tional secretary.
, Following a tea for the group,
a program was presented.
Mrs. L. T. Bugg is chairman of
the Fulton society.
Mrs. H. C. Holloway, Mrs. Roy
Gulett and children, Mary Louise
and Elizabeth Ann, have return-
ed to their home in Memphis af-
ter a weekend visit with the tor-
mer's son, David Holloway and
family on Second Street.
$1,600,000 of the increase. The rest
will go for State and U. S. in-
come taxes.
Tti'e increase amounts to about
12'7, over all. Residential rates
here will have a minimum in-
crease of 25 cents; business
houses will have minimum in-
crease of $1.215.
C OF C MEET AT
HARMONY CHURCH
The Fulton Chamber of Com-
merce will hold its next dinner
meeting Friday evening of this
week, 7:00 o'clock, at Harmony
Church, two miles north of
Willingham bridge. This is to be
a good-will meetieui between Ful-
ton business firms and their far-
•
Trin:
Employees at the Siegel Gar- , remov:fitte in sight
future he saitte t
"The company sie e with th
Fulton Improvement itec ompan
has five more years to run, and
while it is true that plans are in
the making to seek larger quart-
ers, every possible precaution
will be taken to safe-guard the
employment of the highly skilled
workers who operate the intri-
cate machinery in the plant," Mr.
Greengrass said.
was the on-the-spot reporting of
the Madrid Bend election con-
test when the final count was
contested by Harry White, who
opposed Elmer Murchison in the
,race for tax commissioner. The
News editor covered every phase
of the trial and reported the ver-
dict minutes after it iiaci been
handed down by Judge E. J.
Stahr, purging the box of ten vo-
tes in favor of Mr. White. The
News was the first paper in the
State to carry the judge's verdict,
as well as the colorful testimony
presented by many of the wit-
nesses 'who voted in that isolated
bend in Fulton County.
Last year the News was cited
for the excieilence of its editorial
phge, for its - editorial "What
mer neighbors. Each Fulton man 
State last year. Gives with States Rights" and for
will provide dinner for one far- 
The news story for which the the best quarter page advertise-
mer. 
News was presented second place ment written during 1949.
The price of the meal will be
$1.50 and will be served by the
ladies of Harmony Church. Every
business firm of Fulton should be
represented at this meeting. Call
or otherwise notify the Chamber
of Commerce that you will be
there.
The meeting can be made to
strengthen the Nod of friend-
ship between our merchants and
business people and our farmer-
friends.
The Lions' Club has called off
its Friday meeting to attend the
dinner.
. • Eugene Cates has returned to
the University of Tennes ee,
Knoeville, Tenn., after a visit
with his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Paul E. Cates and his grand-
mother, Mrs. C. E. Aikin.
For-the second consecutive year
the _general news content of the
Fulton County News has been
recognized by the judges of the
Kentucky Press Association with
the awards this year given to this
newspaper for the best home-
town column and the best news
story published -in the state last
year.
Received this week were two
citations presented to the News
editors as follows:
To Jo Westpheling, editor of
the Fulton County News, a cer-
tificate of merit for the best
"Hometown Column" (Nevh-
prints.)
To the Fulton County News, a
certificate of merit for the best
news story published in the
KECK SAYS REPORT DUE SOON ON ROUTE
OF HIGHWAY BY-PASS; SURVEYORS HERE
While rumors were rampant in
Fulton all this week regarding
the definite route of the Highway
by-pass around Fulton, John A.
Keck, Commissioner of Highways
of the State of Kentucky wired
the News as follows:
• •• ***** •
Fulton County News Fulton, Ky.




' It is generally believed that
the by-pass route will fallow
!along Stephens Street in the









ed to!LIBERTY' BELL RINGS
ON LAKE STREET
"It takes months of training to
acquaint a worker with the op-
eration of the Machines in our
plant," he added, "and we are not
unmindful oe! the loyalty the
employees leeve shown in our
many yearf of operation here."
he said. .
owners in that section have
signified- their willingness to give
the highway department the
necessary right s of way. Only in
a few instanced will drastic pro-
perty requisition be necessary, it
is believed.
Meanwhile surveying crews
are busy on Stephens Street
outlining the possible route of
the by-pass. Another street,
parelelling Stephens Street has
also been surveyed for the by-
pass route, which would inter-
sect West State Line a few feet
south of the overhead bridge on
that thoroughfare.
"The vacation season at the
factory is at hand. We are urg-
ing our employes to enjoy the
needed rest and prepare to come
back to the factory with the view
that their welfare is our first
concern. It takes months of pre-
pation to become expert and effi-
cient with our machinery and we
are not going to let these employ-
ees leave us."
Sam Siegel, president of the
Henry I. Siegel Company agreed
with Mr. Greengrass in his state-
ments and is tremendously satis-
fies' with the work being done
by the nearly 500 employees at
the plant. It is for the conven-
ience and greater efficiency of its
employees that the company
seeks a modern building, possibly
all on one floor, Mr. Greengrass
quoted Mr. Siegel as saying.
Meanwhile members of the
South Fulton Booster Club are
enthusiastic about inviting the
Siegel Company to locate in their
city. Land is available for a large
building in South Fulton and a
large property owner is interest-
ed in erecting the type of build-




Fulton and Fulton County citi-
zens had an opportunity to hear
the voice of the Liberty Bell on
Wednesday.
The bell is one of 52 exact rep-
licas touring the 48 states and
territories during the bond drive.
The bells are donated by Ameri-
ca's copper industry, and were
made at Annecy, a little town in
France where the art of bell snak-
ing has been practiced for cen-
turies.
Guaranteed by the bellmakers
to produce the exact tone of the
famed and long-silent Liberty
Bell, the bells are called inspired
pieces of workmanship, which
rang out an "earthy down-to-
saving slogan, Save for your In-
dependence." ,
The bell semi rung each hour,
to tell the community that 'It's
time tcesave for your Independ-
ence."
Following the replica's tour of
Kentucky during the bond sale'
drive which ends July 4, it will be
loaned to the state by secretary
'of the Treasury John W. Snyder
for permanent display.
Robert A. Thompson, Director
of the Local Relations Division,
Department of Revenue, announ-
ced that state occupational li-
censes for the license year 1950-
51 must be obtained by July 1.
'Kathryn Kelly, county court
clerk announced in the News last
week that she is already calling
on business firms to sell them the
necessary licenses.
A $10 license is required for
each restaurant serving hot food,
hot drinks or both, to the gener-
al public and a $5 license for each
retail outlet of soft drinks or ice
cream.
Each retail outlet for tobacco
products must pay a $10 license
fee and a cigarette wholesale li-
cense is $25. •
Theaters must pay 20c per seat
occupational license, and this
means any building in which
moving pictures, vandftrille,
musical entertainment or plays
are regularly given. '
Occupational licenses issued by
the county court clerk run from
July 1 to June 30. It is the respon,
sibility of the operators to ob-
tain the proper license. There is
, a 20% penalty on operators who
fail to obtain there by July 1. The
above fees are state fees and do
not include clerk's fees.




Whatever the fate line in the
palm of one's hand means in
palmistry remains to be seen as
no two people ever interpret k
alike. But whatever it is, He drew
a very special line for a very spe-
cial reason in the palm of Miss
Olena French's hand. A woman
capable of an achievement in life
so unselfish does not need praise
—for she has outgrown it.
She, with the doctors whose
tireless efforts in the ig en eral
practice of medicine are a monu-
ment to their memory, deserve
the gratitede of a community
which alp/ linjoys modern hospit-
als ancr the latest in laboratory
facilities. The Doctors Horace
Luten, C. A. Wright, Seldon
Cohn, George Crofton, R. L.
Bushart, R. T. Rudd, M. L. Major,
have gone on to a Valhalla of
the medical profession; Doctors
D L. Jones, Henry Alexander
and others are still pioneering in Chief of Police of Fulton 
and
the profession they love. They are severely cut by a prisoner whom
the doctors with whom Miss he was transporting to jail. Few
,
Olena worked side by side and save those who were the principa
l
whose work goes above any characters know what a hair
-
praise that society GM give them. splitting, nerve-wracking 
even
To hold up as example the self- hazardous eseapade it was to 
ride
sacrificing work done by early the special train that took th
e
medical men and women is teat to injured Men to the Illinois Cen-
cast any aspersions on the dot- tral Hospital in Paducah.
tor, nurse apd technician of to- Spring was just turning 
into
day. In -the life of every human summer. Miss Olena had started
being who has dedicated himself her day with the same det
erne-
or herself t8 the practice of nation to help the sick, the infirm
medicine there is a wealth of and the poor as she always did.
material that can be secured to In her characteristic good humor
 doctors 'noticing, she !scrubbed
reflect the sacrifices made in she had just opened the door of 
and dressed for surgery. ' In ti
their profession, a home on the immediate out- mo
ment she was at the side:of thile
To chronicle the many experi- , skirts of the city, when she was 
doctors who were woridngefrantV
ences in the We of Miss Olena greeted with more than the usual call
y to save the lives of tht bad-
French is but to mirror the be- poverty-stricken look of bewild- 
I ly injured men who were the vic-
hind the scenes activity in the erment. This time it was with tear 
I tims of a mild-mannered thief
lives of all the men and women in and foreboding that she asked the 
turned assassin in the back seat
I white, occupants the cause of their utte
r , of the police car.
' Many will remember when the dismay. 
Little hope was held for the
city was shocked and grieved to "0, Miss Olena," one of the ' rec
overy of popular Mr. Bailey
bad, they need you up town."
With hardly the last word fallen
from the lips of her informer,
Miss Olena was in her weather-
beaten little coupe, and as if by
instinct following the scent of
the tragedy.
Black-bag in hand, and how
spry she walked with it, she
found the soene of activity at the
office of Dr. Seldon Cohn. With
her usual unobtrusiveness she
worked her way through the
crowd, and into the improvised
clinic where without even the
learn that beloved, and now de- ;taunt ones answered. Mr Bailey 
and Frank Barrett, whose store
' ceased, Bailey Huddleston was Huddleston has been cut real 
had been burglarized by his (Continued on Page 6)
Walnut Grove Plans
Homecoming, June 25
There'll be greetings and salu-
tations at the Walnut Grove
Church this Sunday, June 25, for
it will be homeconiing day there.
The public is invited to attend
the all-day services and enjoy
Meeting the home folks.
Sunday School will be at the
regular hour, and the pastor, Rev.
T. Y. Smithmier, will preach at
morning service. A basket dinner
will be served, and a short pro-
gram will be held in the after-
noon.
assassin. Yet, even that little hope
was kindled and soon a special
train had been commandeered to
take the victims to the Illinois
Central Hospital in Paducah.
Speed, the demon of casualty
and death, was used to save two
lives. Speed, speed, speed, Miss
Olena had it in her heart. Doctors
Cohn, Wright and Luten knew it
was of the essence to give life-
saving care to the victims. The
roaring wheels of the engine
caused vibration and rocking to
the car. It was along the corri-
dors of that vehicle that Miss
Mena crswled on her, hands and
knees to give comfort to first one
patient and then another.
Frank Barrett lost his race with
death. Mr. Bailey rallied for
weeks while the heart of a com-
munity prayed for him. In the
still of the night with an ominous
calm settling on the minds and
bodies of the doctors and the
G. C. Wright, Farmer,
Dies Here Wednesday
Funeral services for G. C.
Wright, retired farmer of Fulton
County, who died at Haws Hos-
pital Wednesday, were held
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock
at Liberty Baptist Church with
burial in Ebenezer cemetery un-
der the direction of the Whitnel
Funeral Home.
Mr. Wright was born in ()him
County. He was married to Cam-
mie Darnell, August 30, 1908.
The deceased leaves his wife,
seven daughters and five sons.
They are Mrs. Doris Holly, Cayce;
Mrs. Gladys Warts, Fulton; Ms-
Mary Nell Grubbs, McCcitmell;
Mrs. Lemuel Simpson, Cayce;
Mrs. Bettye Jane Webb, Crutch-
field; June and Carolyn Wrighte_,
J: A. Wright, -Jackson, C. L.
Wright, Union City; Grover C.
Wright, Cayce; Billy Wright, Ful-
ton and Jimmy Wright of Duke-
dom.
He leaves -three sisters, Mrs.
John Isbell, Union City, Route 2;
Mrs. Mattie Petty, Varnell Ga.;
and Mrs. Nellie Claimch, Clin-
ton, Okla., thre brothers, J. Phil-
lip Wright, Union City; J. A.
Wright, Everett, Washington and




I"My Boys, the Railreaders"
Have you ever seen an indoor
baseball field? If so, and you re-
member where it was, let us
know. It looks as if we will have
to find one in order to complete.
the 1950 Kitty season. We were
talking a few days ago among
ourselves and saying just how
glad we were to get the rained-
out games made up and that
maybe we could get per schedule
back to normal we-- BLOOEY!!
here she comes, Rfrere RAIN and
more RAIN! Now w-'re back in
worse shape than tireore, but we
have one consolation .when we
were rained out thi tone, so was
the rest of the bear -nd maybe
we won't be litr-1 ton
That's part of the Rayne.
Sunday afternoon, while wit-
nessing the J8Ck•40,11.Fulton game
in the municipal park in Jack-
son, we saw our of the poorest
spl e of sperternanshi p that
we have seems in any Kitty
league park. At the end of ale
innings, the Futtoe fans stood
up for the ceedoinary visitors
stretch. Instead of applause,
which is usually heard at this
time, there were enough boos and
horse laughs to drive Joe Stalin
(Continued on page 7,1
•
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FRIDAY, JUNE 23, 1950
Our Problem Not New
Almost every week we are confronted
with a burning question over how we are to
sustain the population of Fulton when the in •
evitable slowing down of business hits us.
Within the past few weeks it has been a great-
er problem when we tried to analyze the fu-
ture of this community with the. dark outlook
before us in not having sufficient steady pay-
rolls to bolster the economy of this section.
The concern is justified. It is particularly
so when one seriously wonders why Fulton's
population has been at a standstill for nearly
fifty years. With the unofficial census count
for 1950 three hundred less than it was in
1940 we wonder again what it will be in 1960
if the present attitude toward little and big
r'industry continues to flourish.
What will happen, we say to ourselves.
if the Siegel Garment factory Moves its plant
from Fulton. Or if the Illinois Central decided
to—l'eave.
It is therefore not difficult to foresee the
state of distress, the unemployment, the wan-
ing of income, the decreasing of buying power
and the falling of property values that will
follow the slowing down of this activity. If we
remain indifferent to this condition, and do
nothing to prevent it, then we must be the
victims of our own folly.
•es
The problein wqich confronts us is not
one that defies solution. It is nothing new. It
Is a problem that has been solved hundreds
and thousands of times in communities the na-
tion beer. Its solution is dependent upon one
thing, the desire, the determination the will
and the courage of the people of Fulton
Osilatr.
The future of this paper, its growth and
prosperity, is dependent solely upon the con-
tinued growth, security and welfare of Fulton
and Fulton County. We trust therefore that
our sincerity will not be questioned when we
criticize failures of the past, or matte sug-
L.;estions for the future.
. The first suggestion that we have to make
As that we citizens of 'Fulton resolve to help
ourselves, instead of sitting down, as we have
done for years in the past, crying for someone
to come in from the outside and help us. The
files of this paper, for many years past, record
meetings held time and time again, of this or-
ganization or that, always for the purpose of
"discussing plans to attract 'industry to Ful-
ton." Nothing has. ever come of all of this ex-
cept a lot of conversation. Looking back over
these old newspaper files we fail to find re-
ports of where anyone has ever stood up on
his feet and said "Let us put our own money
into this enterprise, hire our own people,
manufacture this thing ourselves and sell it to
the outside world."
There has been some development in
Fulton the past few- years, and note-
worthy as it is, it is small in comparison with
what might have been accomplished had the
majority of our people and the available
capital of our community been applied to the
effort.
One has only to look at the Fulton Ice
'Company and the other private enterprises of
Bob 'White, Frank Beadles and others with
whom they are associated in business; the
tre.menclous expansion and efficient service
undertaken by E. E. Williamson and his
'associates at the Browder Milling Company;
the splendid advancement and expansion of
the -Fulton Pure Milk Company, with its at-
tendant boost in income to area dairymen;
the expansion and addition of modern ma
ch-
inery at Presley Campbell's Parisian Laundry
as well as at Vernon •Owen's OK Laund
ry.
These men with-their businesses are goodw
ill
ambassadors for the City of Fulton in adv
er-
tising it to the outside areas.
These men have courage, vision and the
will ti • work and suCceed and they are suc-
ceeding. 'What they have done, others can 
do,
If they have the determination.
We take a little pride too, in the moderni-
zation of our plant and the wide circulation
ewe have gained for our newspaper.
Here's What we Mean
Six months after having started its "
test
city" project, the London-Laurel Coun
ty De-
velopment Association paused to review 
ac-
complishments. And observers attending a re-
port meeting agreed unanimously that L
on-
don and Laurel County were on the move.
Last September the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce selected London and Laurel Coun-
ty for the first test area of a community de-
velopment program which it was hoped could
eventually be spread to other communities in
the state, if results in this test project were
satisfactory.
In mid-April, the report meeting showed
results were excellent. Members of a Chamber
industrial development sub-committee now
are studying the London findings with the ob-
ject of drawing a basic plan which can be ad-
spted for use 'in other areas.
One month after 'being selected for the
test project, the London-Laurel County De-
velopment Association was formed. Six
months later, these were some of its ac-
complishments:
1. Enlargement of school facilities.
2. A successful better health campaign.
3. Establishment of new industry.
4. Doubling of area of London.
5. Increase of London population by 50
per cent.
But there was even more to the London
story in the six months' report.
A county-wide agricultural survey is now
in progress after an initial meeting of 500
farmers. Arrangements have been made to
market the county's entire crop of potatoes
and onions through the St. Matthews Produce
Exchange.
Money has been raised for a county soil
testing laboratory. A Grade A milk ordinance
has been submitted to the London City Colin,
cil. A proposed garbage ordinance 'also has
been presented the Council and a sanitary
engineer has been employed to supervise
London's sewage disposal.
Sales people in the city attended a sales
promotion and a courtesy school. Police are
being trained to answer tourists' questiqns.
A housing survey is underway and a la-
bor survey has been completed. The latter
turned up 1,100 unemployed persons of all
ages and skills. An air transportation survey
showed present facilities were inadequate
Popular subscription raised $35,000 for a new
airport aid a $35,000 bond issue was approved
by voters in November for this project With
Federal and State aid, the city will build a
$240,000 Class 3 airport.
. London streets have been improved and
plan.; are being made to extend and surface
others. Rail sidings have been rearranged to
serve several industries better. A survey for
an all-weather road between London and
Barbourville will be completed this year.
A feed and milling campany has been
established and a ...motor freight line is ex-
panding its terminal facilities. A laundry is
expanding and a grocery has been transferred
into a supermarket. A new superphosphate
mill has been built and a frozen food locker
is under construction. Two new tourist courts
and a -tire recapping plant are being built.
Serve One Term -
One of the better ideas now being talked
on Capitol Hill'is a plan whereby no congress-
man could serve more than one term of office.
At first, the proposal may sound impractical,
but its backers have an answer-for most of the
objections you might raise. In the first place,
terms of members of the lower house would
be extended from two to four years.
Senate terms would be left just as they
are—at six years. One fourth of the members
of the house would be elected each year,
thereby assuring veteran members for that
body at all times. Some sort of arrangement
could be made so that only House members
in their fourth, and last, year could become
committee chairmen. That would give all
committee chairmen three years of House ex-
perience. The Speaker would, of necessity,
have to be a fourth-year man, and likewise
for the Floor Leader.
The Senate could adopt similar rules
for its members, though senators could serve
six years and chairmen di Senate committees
would most likely be five or six years veter-
ans.
Backers of this proposed constitutional
amendment list the good points of their plan.
There are many reasons why advocates
of the plan argue for it. The proposal is on
the tongues of many younger members these
days, which might be a good sign for the
country. It is certainly a refreshing proposal
to say the least, and deserves the attention
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"Now there's just one drawback during the spring tha
w!"
From The Files:
Tivutaf9 Bach The Clach
June 26, 1925:
Out of town canvassers, fruit
venders, chicken and dog owners
and auto drivers all seem to be
immune from the police. Even
cars without either heaa or tail
lights may be seen on the streets
almost any evening, and children
under age drive cars at all hours.
A. 0. Colley, one of the lead-
ing preachers of the Central
Church of Christ and a native of
near Fulton, will begin a meeting
here June 28th. Evangelist Col-
ley recently became Superintend-
ent, of the Boles Orphan home at
Greenville, Texas.
Mesdames Earl Karmire, R. M.
Alford, H. T. Alexander and I. W.
Dobbins entertained 90 at a
bridge party at the Usona Hotel
for the following guests: Misses
Martin and Payne, Evansville,
Ind; Mesdames Bob Irvin Taylor
and Wood Taylor of Hayti. Mo.,
and Mesdames Lucian Turk and
Stuart McCloy of Bardwell, Ky.
At public auction Saturday,
Mr. George Beadles, banker and
hardware dealer, bid in the hard-
ware and implement stock of the
Campbell-Jones Hardware com-
pany for $5,300.
Real Estate transfer: Enoch
Browder to Cecil •Burnette, 48,
acres of land, .$5,250.
Miss Beulah Carrier and Mr.
Gladstone Lattie were married in
Fulton Saturday. They will make
their home with his father near
Crutchfield.
Mrs. Mary Jane Mooneyham,
80, was buried Sunday at Boaz
Chapel cemetery. Seven of her
eleven children survive her.
June 27, 1930:
The new bantam Austin car is
on display at the Snow-White
Motor Company here.
"Tin-can park" on Fourth
street near the passenger depot,
has passed out of existence after
being an eyesore for many years.
and today looks like a million-
aire's playground, since Ralph
Hornbeak and Charles Gregory
constructed the Topsy-Turvey
miniature golf course there.
Contractors and engineers are
getting ready to start work next
week on the new concrete high-
way from Fulton to Wickliffe.
In an attempt to avoid hitting
a buggy on Jef Davis highway
three miles sou of Fulton, a
Hudson car, tray ling at a high
rate of speed, left the road, turn-
ed over, killed the nver and in-
jured five others.
The marriage of Miss Helen
Vanlea Horton of Fulton to Mr.
Howard Thomas Strange of
.Dyersburg was solemnized at the
Cumberland Presbyterian Par-
sonage by the Rev. L. E. lVfeCoy
Sunday. Mrs. Strange i a gradu-
ate of SFHS, 1930; Mr. Strange
holds a responsible position with
the Strand Amusement Company
at the Grand theatre.
Mr. and Mts. Will Fuller,
Willingham Bridge, are 'the
proud parents of a baby girl . . .
Miss Allie Mae Sugg of St. Louis
is spending her vacation • with
her parents, Mr. slid Mrs. J. C.
Sugg,- in the community.
Water Valley, (Blair vicinity):
Mr. Andrew- Robey has purchas-
ed a new Ford sedan; Mr. Preston
Brown has purchased a new Ford
touring car; Mr. Leonard Wilson




, Starting August 8, a lot of peo-
ple in Kentucky will be focusing
a lot of their attention on the
hearing-room of the Public Serv-
ice Commission.
Beginning on that date, the
Commission will hold hearings on
the application by Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany for another rate increase—
this time for a total of nearly
two - and - three - quarter - mil-
lion dollars.
By that time, of course, the new
rate schedule will already be in
effect whether it's approved by
Commission or not. Under the
rules, autility can charge the
higher rates for which it seeks
approval if it posts bond With the
commission to guarantee refunds
if any are ordered — if the rate
increases is denied. So, the new
rates go into effect July 6.
Southern Bell serves a grand
total of 303,000 subscribers in 152
communities which are located in
96 counties of Kentucky. It also
provides the bulk of telephone
service to Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North and South Carolina and
Tennessee. It is not a monopoly,
but it is remarkably close to be-
ing one.
The company has asked for and
received three rate increases
the past three-and-one-half years
in Kentucky. The grand total of
revenue it is getting, over the old
rates, before the first postwar
boost, is three-million-six hun-
dred-and-ninety dollars.
With the new rates, the total
increase in the amount of ada-
Donal revenue is well over six-
and-si-third million dollars, which'
is approximately two-dollars
each for every man, woman and
child in the Commonwealth.
Under the schedule which will
go into effect July 6, a business
phone in Louisville, for example,
will cost $15.50 a month before
taxes. Less than four years ago,
this same telephone cost $8.75. A
private residential phone will
cost $5.35. Irefore the first rate
boost in 1946, it was $3.75 a
month. And, a four-party line will
go to $3.50 under the new sched-
ule. That is just 25c less a month
than a private line used to cost
and is an increase for minimum
telephone service in the past
three-plus years from $2.25 a
month.
Let's look at it another way.
Under the new rates to be charg-
ed, rental of a four-party resi-
dential telephone has increased
well over 30 percent and for a
private, business phone, the per-
centage increase is roughly 90
percent.
Southern Bell lists six grounds, •
all of which amount to two lit-
tle words—increased costs—as a
basis for its claim for more mon-
ey. It has used precisely this
same reason—increased costs—in
all its other pleas to the com-
mission.
Yes, when those hearings open
in August, the Public Service
Commission will have the public
—which depends on a telephone The publ
ic should know the
almost as much as it does the cor- facts; t
he public will demand to
ner grocery—right there with it. know them.
Sermonette Of The Week
&media, di?.4. •
By Rev. James Keller
St. Paul's Information Service;..
Washington 17, D. C.
An eminent baby specialist had
a standard treatment for frail
newborn, infants who failed to
gain weight.
When he came to such a baby's
chart during his- rounds in the
hospital, invariabley he scrawled
the following direction to the
nurse in attendance.
"This baby to be loved every
three hours."
Not alone do newborn babies.
peed affection. Doctors agree that
many of our physical ills result
from a .feeling of insecurity or
loneliness, of not being wanted.
True of our bodily sicknesses,
how much more true it is our
spiritual difficulties. Love of
neighbor remains the best advice
both for out' neighbor and for our
selves.
In Chicago not long ago thir-
ty-five-year-old woman committ-
ed' sucide. To one who didn't
know her well, she would have
seemed to have everything any-
one could want out of life; com-
fort, •ocial position, and the rest.
Yet she often complained of the
lonelinesss that had confrontal
her in childhood and had follow-
-
ed her all through her life.
Shortly before her death she
spoke of the emptiness of her ex-
istence and referred to her life as
a "horrible mess."
Our hearts -should go out to
people like this. More often than
no 'heir whole outlook would
have been healthy and normal if
someone had showed a bit of in-
terest in them in the name of
Christ. Su* left alone -- trained
only to concentrate on self—the
qualities God put in 'hem never
get a chart, 0 to develot. '
With no voper.outlet,.3tagnat-
ion and decay set in: pent - up
energy often goes haywire and an
"explosion" inevitably is the re-
sult. Yet many a human tragedy
could be avertea 'oy a little tho-
ughtful solicitude on the part of
some bearer of Christ.
"Why art thou cast down, 0 my
soul? and why dost thou disquiet
me? Hope thou in God, for I will
still give praise to Him: the salva-
tion of my countenance, and my
God."
Pray that you may always see
this life as a wonderful opportun-
ity to bring the joy of Christ into







Now you can bring the charm and
rontince of early Colonial days into
your home by using Pittsburgh Historic
Wall. Paints. Twelve beautiful colors,
approved by Williamsburg Restoration,
Incorporated, are available.
Come in for Free booklet "Color
Dynamic' for your Home"
FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 CHURCH STREET PlIONF 70)9
Enriched with VITOLIZED Oil









at your food store
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(Ed's note: This well-known columnist of the News, will
be found as regularly as space permits, and all may write to
her who desire. She does NOT answer letters except through
the columns of this newspaper. Address Patricia Latane, c-o
The Ne vs, Fulton, Kentucky.)
Dear Patricia:
I read your letters and think







I have written you twice and I
haven't .seen my answer in the
paper so please put this in the pa-
pe,r real soon.
Will me and the boy I go with
get married? Do I love him? Will
I live in the city? How long will
it be till I get married? Will I
ever finish high school. Will I
ever get -to visit Phoenix, Ariz.?
If so, when?
Doe sthe boy I go with love me?
Will I be an actress or what will
I be? Will I ever live in a big
city? Please print this in. the pa-
per real soon.
- Sincerely, S. D.
Dear S. D.:•
You are just a young girl with
a lot of dreams and I sure hate
to break dreams you and the boy
you are going with will not Mar-
ry. You will not be an actress.
Yes, you will finish high school
and will be a farmer's wife.
eat sure csesseleete.usi *tawny 18




SIT MAGIC CONTROL ON...
VACATION-for utmost efficiency
whale you arc away.
AVERAGE -for plenty of hot water
for everyday needs.
EXTRA HOT-for unusually great
bot•water requirements.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Ni.t.n St Phone 201
would like to ask you a few ques-
tions.
It seems as thotIgh the boy I am
going with now just tries to hurt
me. Or maybe it is my imagina-
tion. Does he care anything about
me at all? Will he ever? Will I
ever marry? How soon?
Thank you very much. Your ad-
vice will take a lot off my mind.
D.
Dear D:
No he isn't in love with you
and never will be. You will meet
a boy in November or December
of this Year and you will marry
him in 7 weeks after your first
Dear Patricia Latane:
I have been reading your let-
ters and I wonder if you really
know so much about people I
would like to ask you a few ques-









THE STATUS OF ,4 /31'4
L-ENTURY P,4R/SIAN
&R/DE DEPENDED UPON
HER ABILITY TO PLAN
.4 GOOD LENTEN DIN-
NER FOR TWELVE, /




FOOD AND ALSO TENNIS
DAL LS'. THEY 80/LED THE
















I am writing you about a boy I
am very much in love with and
he loves me too, I think. We have
been going together over a year.
Do you think we will marry? If
so, how soon?
• Yours truly, R. J.
Dear R. J.:
Yes, you will marry in the next
4 months.
Dear Patricia:
My huiband left me. Will I
ever hear from him?
I'm Lig
I believe I am living with the Dear I'm Lig:
most outdoing mother-in-law Yes, you will hear but not.di-
that ever existed and my hus- rect.
band blames me mostly. Do you
think he loves me? Should I try
to live with him? Do you think
we will move from this place to-
gether and will she out live me
and have posession of what, be-
longs to me. What does my for-
mer sister-in-law think of me?
Did my first husband love me?
I will be looking for my answ-




If yout husband loves you as
a husband should, he wouldn't
ask you to live in the house with
her. Yes, she will live to a ripe
old age and if you continue to
live in the house with her you
will be thrown out with what she
wants you to have and that will
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met Friday afternoon at Com-
munity Center. The Devotional
was given by Mrs. Elbert Johns,
who read Psalms 13 and also the
thought for the month "Not Ours
Forever."
Mrs. Morgan Davidson read
"North Atlantic Pact".Report of
Mrs. Bertha Nugent gave land-
scape notes on vegetables and
flowers and the righ way and
time to prune chrysimthemunis.
The secretary reported five
members had perfect attendance
for the year.
Mrs. Percy King led recreatio
with a contest "Buzz". Mrs. Ho
er Weatherspoon led group. in
singing two songs "Marianna"
and "Massa De."
Lesson on Textile painting was
given by Mesdames Frank Stroud
and W. H. Evans. The brushes
, failed to come, so a work day will
be held later.
Hostesses Mesdames Howard
Milam, Joseph McAlister and
Harold Pewitt served -a sandwich
I plate and Coca-Colas to-28 mem-
bers and two visitors, Mrs. Harry
Murphey and Mrs. LeRoy Beard.
MRS. IFELIX GOSSUM, JR.
COMPLIMENTED WITH A
PINK AND BLUE SHOWER
•
Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr., was
complimented with a lovely pink
and blue shower by Mrs. Jasper
Vowel! and Mrs. Jack Moore
Monday evening at the home of
Mrs. R. C. Joyner on Green
Street.
Arrangements of multi-colored
summer flowers added a beauty
note to the house and the guests
enjoyed games of bridge and can-
asta.
High score prize at bridge was
'won by Mrs. K. P. Dalton, Jr.,
and Miss Marjorie Puckett was
the canasta winner. Miss Peggy
Scott won consolation.
The gifts were presented the
honoree in an attractive bassinet.
Later in the evening the hos-
tesses served ice cream and cake,
carrying out the pink and blue
color scheme to the following
players: Mrs. K. P. Dalton, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Thomas, Mrs. Felix
Gossum, Sr., Mrs. Felix Gossum,
Jr., Mrs. Mel Simons, Mrs. R. C.
Joyner, Mrs. Parks Weaks, Mrs.
Fred Homra, Miss Peggy Scott,
Mrs. Danny Baird, Mrs. Bill Jol-
ley, Jr., Mrs. Stanley Parham,
advisory council was given by Mrs. 'Tolbert Dallas, Miss Kath-sMrs. Robert Thompson and he leen Rust, Miss Aline Rust, Miss
announced the annual meeting Marjory Puckett and Miss Marian
September 12, the place to be Maxfield. .
named later. The outline for next Those sending gifts but not at-
year's work was given as fol. were: Mesdames Carl
lows: 4 lessons on storage, oneI Puckett, Jr., Thomas Mahan,
each on making curtains and Jack Carter, Charles Browder
bedspreads; two lessons on craft, and S. M. DM
one on making corsages; one on .
Dear Patricia: flower arrangement and one on MRS. NEWMAN LEONARD
Could you tell me if a certain tailoring.. COMPLIMENTED. WITH
Announced the plan for Inter- PINK AND BLUE SHOWER
national Tea and tour to visit
homes of Mrs. Parker Wheeler, Mrs. Stanley Stinnett and Mrs.
Mrs. Middleton near Hickman Moulton Gambill of Fulton and
and Mrs. W. C. Sowell near Jor- Mrs. H. E. McCord of McConnnell
dan sometime in July. were hostesses to a pink and blue
Report of the nominating corn- shower Friday night at the
mittee was as follows: Mrs. Percy beautiful home of Mrs. Stinnett's
King, president; Mrs. Avery Han- in the new South Fulton addition
treasurer; wife of the McConnell Church of
cock, vice president; Mrs. Thomas honoring Mrs. Newman Leonard,
Bruce, secretary and 
Mrs. Joe McAlister, recreational Christ minister.
leader. I Colorful spring flowers were
Pennies for friendship were :attractively arranged throughout
taken. July 21st was set as the , the house.
time for a picnic supper for tam- -The honoree was
ilies and friends of club at 7 p. m. with i pink and blue
young man will ever ask me for
a date? I am divorced from My
husband and he is married again.
Should this certain young man
ask me' for a date do you think
it would be wise to accept.
Anxiously waiting, J. C.
Dear J. C.:
Yes, he will finally ask you for
a date and I see no reason why
you shouldn't go.
Dear Patrida:
I wish you would clear up a
problem for me, please. -
Every time my daughter-in-
Friday, June 23, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 3
gift of the hostesses.
Fololwing an evening of games
the gifts were brought to Mrs.
Leonard on a card table decorated
with pink and blue which she
opened and passed for others to
see.
A sandwich plate, cake • and
Coca-Colas were served to the
following: Mesdames James Rob-
ert Hastings, Lloyd Kelley, Will
Hastings, Billie Robey, Jordan
Ferguson, Moody Yates, Joe
Williams, Mary Cook, Eulis Long,
Thaddeus Parrish, L. T. Caldwell,
Misses Jean Williams, Juanita
Gambill, Ann Lou Caldwell, the
hostesses and the honoree.
law visits in our home she and 
her husband have a terrible
quarrel. I want you to tell me
if it is because she dosen't like
INIE. If 30, 'Why?
I have done every thing possi-
ble to let her know I like her
an I always take her side of the
f argument. The last time they
were here she told me she would
not come with him anymore.
Please clear this up for me.
B. B. L.
Dear ,k3. B. L.: •
No, it isn't your fault. She is
the type person that wants to
hurt people and it doesn't mat-
ter to her who she hurts. She
isn't in love with her husband in
the first place and he stands for
it because he is in love with her
but it will come to a show down
anillt-the time isn't far off.
_;See us for your needs. Natio
-vadvertised brands; all sizes















IT TAKES TWO PAINT PRODUCTS











The Primer for sealing, hiding and priming.






207 Church Street l'iiltiiti
SARA DEAN CLASS
HAS MEETING WITH _
MRS. HARRY MURPHEY
The Sara Dean Class of the
First Christian Church met
Monday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Harry -Murphey vi•ith 14
members present.
Mrs. B. G. Huff, the prpsident,-
Opened the meeting with a scrip-
tural reading and Mrs. N. Dunn
led the group in prayer. The
business session was conducted
and the secretarial and treas-
urer's reports were given .
Mrs. John Moore had charge
of the program, "It Pays To
Pray". A very interesting article,
The Basque Sheep Herder and
the Shepherd Psalm" was given
by Mrs. W. N. Craddock.
A clever contest was held and
Mrs. Gordon Baird was the prize
winner.
The meeting was then adjour-
ned.
The hostess served delicious





Mr. and Mrs. Garland Merry-
man were hosts to a bridge party
Monday evening at their home in
Country Club Courts.
Bouquets of garden flowers
were arranged about the living
room and three tables of players
enjoyed an evening of contract.
Mrs. Morgas Omar won hies
score at bridge for the ladies sad
Dr. W. H. Sewell for the mai.
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell won tke
bride bingo.
Late in the evening delicious
sandwiches and lemonade were
served to: Mr. and Mrs, W. IL
Stokes, Mr. and Mrs. Vyrua
Mitchell, Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
Sewell, Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Burcham, Mr. and Mrs_ Clyde
Hill, Mrs. Morgfn Omar.
WALLPAPER
-New patterns are arriving /I
-ee ularly!
If you are planning to paper
room, or rooms, in your
tome, don't fail to drop by and
let us show you our new, taste-
ful patterns for every room in
he house.
We pride ourselves that oar




!07 Church St. Phone 35




JUNE 19 - 24
This is Claussner's
27th Annual 'Friendship Week'
safe of their exquisite Kleerl
Sheer nylon hosiery. As a fran-
chised dealer, we invite you to
come in, see the beautiful new
summer shades and save.
*















15 Denier, 51 gauge
REG. $1.50 $ 1I9
3 pairs, 3.45
44 is
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47,000 BOY SCOUTS
AT VALLEY FORGE
The population of Valley
Forge, Pa., will be multiplied
more than 235 times the end of
this month when the Boy Scouts
of America hold their second and
greatest National Jamboree.
For the week of June 30 to
July 6, some 47,000 scouts and
their leaders will converge on the
historic site where :Washington
encamped with his weary Con-
tinental Army in the winter of
1777. Valley Forge now has a
permanent population of 200.
The last national Jamboree in
this country drew 27,000 Scouts
to Washington in 1937. This one
will be almost twicv as big, na-
tional Scout headquarters in New
York announced.
Nearly 100 special trains will
61 WIDOWS (All
6ET HOME LOANS
Unremarried widows of veter-
ans who died as the result of ser-
vice in World War II are made
eligible for GI home, farm and
business loans under the terms of
instructions issued by the Veter,
ens Administration to its field
offices.
Such unremarried widows be-
carne eligible for VA-guaranteed
loans as the result of one of sev-
eral amendments to the GI loan
provisions contained in the re-
cently enacted housing act of
1950.
The veterans must have served
in the armed forces at some per-
rid between Sept 16. 1940 and
:lily 25, 1947, and his death must
have been a result of service
while on duty, or from service-
connected causes following dis-
charge under conditions other
'han dishonorable. Another con-
talon is that the widow must not
have remarried following the
veteran's death_
One of the recent amendments
authorize VA to make direct
loans to eligibles for home pur-
chases after July 19, 1950, in
1 )calities where morgage finan-




7 IRS. E. L. COOK
The Victory Homemakers Chib
et in the home of Mrs. K
4 took on the Hickman Highway
"I'uesday, June 20. Mrs. L. L.
I lotmt was co-hostess.
The hostess gave the devotional
rnd Mrs. Cecil Burnette read the
sought for the month, 'Not Ours
:Forever" by Jane -Merchant,
.K110X County; Tenn.
The meeting was called to or-
em- by the president, Mrs. Harold
l'opeland. The report of the
lminatirr ig committee was given
_id Mrs. Cecil Burnette was elec-
t- d president for the coming
5 ear, Mrs_ E. L. Cook, secretary
and treasurer and Mrs. J. R.
Powell, recreation leader.
The gift box was prepared by
Mrs. John Dawes and Mrs. Her-
man Roberts received The gift
A delicious pot luck lunch was
served at noon to twenty mem-
bers and three visitors, Mrs.
Mount's mother, Mrs. Scott of
Memphis, Mrs. E. M. Jenkins and
Miss Myrtle Burnette. Mrs. Jenk-
ins ,was welcomed into the ;bib
as a new member.
In the afternoon the interest
and enthusiasm ran high as mem-
bers selected desirable patterns
for textile painting and admired
the beautiful hand painted skirts
made and worn by the leaders,
Mrs. Roy Carver and Mrs. Harold
Copeland. Mrs. Erwin Bard paint-
ed a beautiful lunch cloth and
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Chronic Hummer
If your radio continually in-
terrupts —your favorite pro-
grams by humming or squeal-
ing, Phone 401. Without ex-
tra charge, we'll send a repair
man, posthaste. Our man will










be required to bring the visiting
scouts from all parts of the coun-
try. Also, 570 other Scouts will
be coming from 14 other nations
as guests.
All told, the boys and their
leaders will pitch tents over 625
of the 2,033 acres of Valley
Forge Park 24 miles northwest
of Philadelphia. The tent city will
be five miles long at one point.
The Jamboree will climax the
40th anniversary of the Boy
Scouts of America, which this
year is embarkeci on a crusade to
"strengthen the arm of liberty."
To be eligible to attend the
Jamboree, Scouts must be at
least second class in rank and 12
years old. A fee of $40 pays'for
food and all facilities of the Jam-
boree camp, exclusive of trans--
portation and extras.
The jamboree grounds will bei
divided into 1,292 sectional camp
sites, each of which will accom-
modate 34 troops. Each troop will
have 35 scouts or explorers and
three adult leaders. Each section
will have its own service tent,
post office, health lodge and
shower facilities.
The boys will do their own
cooking over charcoal fires and
eat off paper plates. Scout head-
quarters is planning on stagger-
ing amounts of food:
Two freight-car loads of break-
fast cereals; 40,000-dozen eggs:
400,000 quarts of milk; 5,000 gal-
lons of ice cream; 85,000 loaves of
bread, and 56,000-dozen rolls: 100
tons of meat, including 25 miles
of frankfurters; 160,000 cans of
vegetables; 48,000 cans of soup;
131,000 cans of fruit and fruit
juices; truck loads of fresh veg-
etables; 23 tons of sugar, and
4% tons of salt. , •;
If hospital care is needed, the
Army has made available its hos-
pital at Phoenixville, Pa., seven
miles from the Jamboree camp.
Each Scout is expected to be ex- i
=lined by a doctor before he
leaves for the Jamboree and each
will get another examination on.
arriving at Valley Forge.
In addition to the activities•
planned at the site, Scouts will
tour historic places in Philadel-
phia, Washington, New York,
Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, and
other cities they pass through to
and from the Jamboree.
the making.
Mrs. Cook led the group in
playing "Garden Guggeheim"
and "Norne Six" and the club
sang "Country Gardens" and
'Come to the Fair."
The picnic will be on the Union
Church grounds Friday night,
June 30 at 7 O'clock.
The July meeting will be with
Mrs. Charles Upton, Mrs. J. R.
Powell will be co-hostess. -
Mrs. Henry Alexander has re-
turned to her home in Crestwood,
Ky., after a visit with friends and
relatives.
Tommy Brady is visiting rela-
tives in Nashville.
Troubadour
WLW-NBC's Red Foley, hum-
strammin' folk-singer, is
emcee of "Grand Ole Opry" Satur-
day nichbt at 10:31 ILM..,EST.
Phone 470 For Job Printing
COLLISION RATES
REDUCED BY 10%
State Insurance Director Spald-
ing Southhall today approved' a
reduction of ten* per cent in the
cost of collision insurance for
Kentucky motorists over twenty-
five years of age who do not use
their private-passenger auto-
mobiles in their business. .
The revision is effective on all
new and renewal policies written
on or after June 19th, but exist-
ing policies may not be canceled
or rewritten on a prorate basis
in order to obtain the benefit of
the lowered rate, Southall said.
Collision insurance, the type
affected by the new rate, per-
tains to protection of the insur-
ed's car for material damage. It
should not-be confused with
"third-party coverage," that is,
insurance for bodily injury and
property damage suffered by
other than the insured, the Di-
rector explained.
Mr. and Mts. Isacc Watts spent
Sattlirday night and Sunday in
Milburn, Ky., With their son and




50" Long . : . you don't have to bend over!
You won't limp home with a backach• offer using this duster. Its two
extension tubes reach up to 50" ... so you can dust low plants with-
OUT bending over. And with the odjustoble curved spout you can com-
fortably dust th• underside of plants. Holds 2 full quarts, enough for
the average truck garden. Ruggedly built, yet light in weight. Uses ony
kind of dust.
Model D-231/2" body, two 12" extension tubers.
$2.45
QUART DUSTER
lust the right size for horn* garden use. Sim-
ilar to Model D in construction. 17',2" body, two 12 extension tubes
and adjustable curved spreader.• 
$1.40
73% Roteone dust for bean bettles, 5-lbs. 70c
D-3 dust (3% DDT) for potato bugs, 5-lbs. 45c
50% DDT wettable powder, 4-lbs. $1.50
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St. Fulton Phone 399
the wherever you go!
Are you leaving town? Vacationing? Permanently?
Wherever you may r, your visit or stay will be much
more pleasant when you "keep up with folks" back
in your own home area! Subscribe now! Have your
paper de:ivered regularly . . . at home or away!
Ph,..ae 470; place your subscription, today!
THE FULTON NEWS
"Serving Fulton end the Ken.-Tenn. Area"
pc.-Set DISHES




+ Six dinner plates
+ Six saucers
32 PC. SET DISHES
$4.95Service for six. A real,money-saving special: This is the lovely Gold-Rand design that makessuch a pretty place setting.
BEAT THE HEAT
With A Good Fan!
SPECIAL This WEEK
20 % Off
On All Fans In Stock
Buy Today at These Special Prices!
8-inch window fan, Reg. price S9 95: Special $7.95.
3-inch table fan, Reg. price $6.95 Special S5.55.
8-inch all-purpose de-luxe adjustable fan with 2
speeds; Reg. price $25.00; Special $20.00.
12-inch window fan; reversible motor; Reg. $35.00;
Special $28.15.




















6. 1 Wanna Be Loved.
7. The old piano roll blues
IL It Isn't Fair,





with border. Variety of colors
and patterns to choo--e.
15 x 27 29c
18 x 36 49c
30 x 54 89c
SAVE ON PAINT!
Plicote paints and en-
amels, including inter-
ior floor paint: safety-














or Beauty Tone: Regu-
lar $9.95 sellers
$7.95




& FURNITURE C •
Phone 100 Ernest Lowe, Mgr. t ulton, Ky.













Funeral services for Willie By-
ron McClain, 53, who died sud-
denly Saturday morning, were
held Monday afternoon at 2:30
at the First BaRtist Church, with
the pastor, Rev. L. D. Ferrell, in







charge. Burial under the direction
of the Whitnel Funeral Home was
in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mr. McClain was on a camp-
ing trip at Camden, Tenn., with
his wife and step-daughter, Mrs.
R. W. Miller, when he was strick-
en with a heart attack and died
at 10:30 at the home of his wife's
cous:n, Mrs. Beulah Arnold. They
had come to the Arnold home to
! get ice and were sitting on the
front porch talking, when he was
stricken.
He was born in Graves county,
February 26, 1897. He had been
associated with his father, Lee
McClain of Union City, in interior
decorating .for many years. He
was a well known and well liked
citizen of the community. He was
an ardent fisherman and hunter.
He was first married to Mattie
Bowen, who preceded him in
death. He was later married to
Jewel Roberson of this city, who
survives.
Besides his widow, he leaves
TWO IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS!
+ P. C. JONES is now associated with us as a Funeral Director
and Embalmer.




two dair:hters, Mrs. LaDonnef
Fite of Detroit and Mrs. Virginia
Rogers of Dallas, Texas, his
father, Lee McClain of Union
City and three step-children,
Mrs. Erdith Eleee Miller, Buddy
and Billy Carver of Fulton. He
leaves six grandchildren.
He was a member of the Bap-
tist Church.
J. D. McCLAIN
Funeral services for J. D. Mc-
1 Clain, 75, who died at his homein Wingo, Route 2 at six o'clock
Sunday morning, were held Tues-
day afternoon at 2:30 at Poyner's
Chapel with Bro. Fred Alexand-
er and Bro. Ralph Champion of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Survivors include two da.igh-
ters, Mrs. -Lona McClain of
Wingo, Miss Rachel McClain of
Wingo, two sons, Brown McClain
of Wingo and Brady McClain of
Dawson Springs; one sister, Mrs.
Sallie Holifield of Mayfield; one
brother, Luther McClain of East
St. Louis, Ill., one half brother,
Elbert McClain of Mayfield and
four grandchildren.
FULTON ROUTE 3
Mrs. C. E. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Hassell Croft of
Alton, Ill., visited relatives here
last weekend and Mrs. Minnie
Croft and Dinkie Croft returned
, home with them.
I The community was so sorry to
hear of the death of our old
neighbor and friend, Gobel Us-
rey, who was hit by a car Thurs-
day, June 8 and passed away
Sunday afternoon, June 11 in De-





When it's time for good fellowship, re-
member companionable Bond & Lillardl
This Kentucky whiskey, a favorite for
81 years, is always a great treat and a
great value. Uniformly fine since 1869.
- - -










Golfers may keep their eye on
the ball, the rest of us will keep
our eye on lovely Janet Leigh
who co-stars with John WAFII• in
RIK° Radio's trillinicolor drama,
"Jet Pilot.'
the home of his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann. Funeral
services were Thursday, June 15
at Oak Grove at two o'clock. We
wish to extend our deepest sym-
pathy to the Usrey and Brann
families.
Miss Sue Stephens visited
friends in Paducah last week.
Mrs. Billy Parrish visited Mrs.
Windall Coffman last Thursday
afternoon to help her cans beans.
We are sorry to hear of aunt
Sally Stark being confined to
her bed.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Sneed are
visiting relatives in Detroit.
Miss Mary Beth Cannon of
Memphis visited relatives here
last week to attend the funeral
of her uncle, Gobel Usrey.
Mrs. Ural Cupples of Memphis
visited relatives here over the
weekend.
J. S. Ladd has been quite ill
for the past few days at the Jones
Hospital. We wish to thank our
good friends who remembered
us by stopping in, sending cards
and bringing the beautiful flow-
ers. This will always be remem-
bered by els. We do appreciate it
very much. He is much better at
this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
of Memphis visited friends and
relatives here over the weekend.
Miss Sue Stephens is visiting
her sister and family in Cayce
You can haul more loads . . .
more miles . .. for less . . .
with Chevrolet Trucks
Take time out to talk to some Chevrolet truck users. You'll flnd it revealing. You'll
discover that Chevrolet trucks pay their way by hauling more loads—more miles—
for less! And you'll find that this extra measuretf value is even more apparent in the
new Chevrolet models. Definitely, they're America's first-choice trucks. Heavy-duty
units feature a brand-new 105-h.p. Valve-in-Head engine with the power to pull
heavy loads and conquer steep grades. They offer new Power-Jet carburetion for
smoother, quicker operation. They bring you the fast, safe shifting of Chevrolet's
4-speed Synchro-Mesh transmission. But whatever your
hauling requirements, Chevrolet trucks are your best bet.
See them in our showroom. You'll agree.
ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
I In LAKI. sTIt111-1 PHONFIt
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nabors of
Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Kindred awhile-Sunday.
Little David Pugh, who has a
broken arm, is much better at
this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles. Yates
visited with Mrs. Aline Williams




Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Finch and son of near Jack-
son's Chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
were visitors for awhile Monday
night in the homes of M. and
Mrs. Pressie Moore and rainily,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch and
family.
Mrs, James Veatch and Brenav I
visited Mrs. Herchel Elliott and
Beverly Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
visited in Crutchfield Friday
morning.
Martha Kay Copelen visited
Beverly Ann Elliott Friday.
Mrs. Nora Copelen, Mrs. Nettie
Lee Copelen and girls visited Sat-
urday with Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Green.
!Friday, June 23, 1950— The Fulton News — Page to
25 CITIES TAKE
HALF-HOLIDAY
Twenty-five Kentucky cities .




I Most osings are for the sum-
mer only, with regular store
hours seLeduled to be resumed
no later nan September.
days, a survey conducted by the '
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
showed today.
Cities observing, hati-notidays
on Wednesday are: Bardstown,1
Carrollton, Covington, Guthrie,'
Harlan, Harrodsburg, Marion,1
Middlesboro Morehead, Russell- j
ville and Williamsburg.
Thursday half-holidays will be
observed by Bardwell, Burkes-
ville, Dawson Springs, Fulton,
Lebanon, Mayfield, Mortons Gap,
Promp. Print Service: Call 4-0
Accurate.,..
WORKMANSHIP
. ... At Low Cost
Watche,, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately




"Christian Science' is the sub-
ject of the Lesson-Sermon which
will be read in all Christian
Science churches throughout the
world on Sunday, June 25, 1950.
The Golden Text is: "How
beautiful upon the mountains are
the feet of him that bringeth good
tidings, that publisheth peace;
that bringeth good tidings of
good, that publisheth salvation."
(Isa. 52:7)
Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"And they that be wise shall
shine as the brightness of the
firmament; and they that turn
many to righteousness as the
stars for ever and ever." (Dan.
12:3)
FULT'ON
Friday and Saturday, June 23 - 24
DOUBLE HIT 
COMEDY
I Shot Jesse James
PRESTON FOSTER- BARBARA BRITON J011tl IRELAND
—PLUS—
SNP COMES COME
XTRA LATE SHOW SATURDAY NIGHT11:00 — "PARDON MY SARONG"
Sunday, Monday Tuesda -, June 25-26-27
;ALI' llif KnilerN11618






Meeting Kentucky's needs for good telephone service
is important to everybody in the state. That's
-
why the following facts are important to you.
Southern Sell's Kentucky rates based on costs of two years ago
Present rates are based on costs of providing service as of March 31, 1948. More
than two years' experience has proved these rates too low to provide the good.
improved and expanded service that Kentucky requires today.
2 Costs of providing service have rises sharply IN past two years
3
A general wage increase in February 1949 added $926,000 • year to our wage
costs in Kentucky. Depreciation costs also went up. Employee pension costa
went Sip. Social Security tax rates went up. Other coats also went up—and
wage costs are going up further as • result of a shortening of wage schedules
in May 1950. Speaking of wages—from 1939 through 1949, wage increases added
$6,900,000 a year to our wage costs in Kentucky. The annual revenue from rate
increases since 1939 is failing by $2,700,000 to cover this one item alone—to say,
nothing of all the other cost increases.
Telephone facilities cost a groat deal mere today
One of the biggest reasons why revised rates are needed is the increased east
of new facilities required to provide good, improved and expanding service. To
illustrate—present subscriber rates are based on our investment on March 31.
-1948, when that investment averaged $204 per telephone, but facilities for each
telephone added since that date have cost $325. Subscriber rates intended to
.'"irovide,only a reasonable r.m.urn for a $204 telephone are, of course, too low
-for a $325 telephone—leaving an investment of $121 per telephone for which
present rates provide no return at all.
4 Good telephone service calls for additional new facilities
5
CARTOON
Added telephones increase the value of service for existing subscribers becals.
they can reach and be reached by more people. Since 1945, we have addet
116,000 telephones in Kentucky. Adding them, and improving the service in
other ways, has cost $51,000,000 in new facilities. Further progress and develop-
ment in Kentucky require a further improved and expanded telephone service,
which in turn calls for large quantities of new facilities—$10,000,000 in 1950
alone, with continued heavy construction also needed for the next several years.
New facilities require adequate earnings to attract capital
The money to pay for new facilities does not come from subscribers' payment
of their bills, because this money covers only wages, taxes, maintenance and
other day-to-day costs. Capital for new facilities must come from people who
can be persuaded to invest their money in the telephone bu;iness in the hope
of adequate earnings.
6 landings in Kentucky are too low to attract needed capital
Our earnings in Kentucky today are too low to attract the additional capital
"needed. In the postwar period of insufficient earnings, we have been able to
obtain needed construction capital because of investors' faith in the soundness
and fairness of Kentucky and its institutions. However, actual earnings and not
hoped-for earnings must of necessity be the basis of raising capital for future
construction. Present rates must be revised in order to provide earnings that are
adequate for the good, improved and expanding telephone service that Kentuc../
needs and that we are eager to furnish.
e p. *deed, Kentucky Manager
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONI AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY







Miss Grace Lou Stapleton 14 eds 4 thlyn
Edward Willingham On June 17th
Cordial social interest is center-
ed here in the marriage of Miss
Grace Loa Stapleton, daughter of
Mr. and 1Wra.. William T. Staple-
ton, of Memphis. to Mr. Athyln
Edward Willingham, son of 'Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Tyler Bonk of
Fulton. -
The brilliant ceremony was
performed Saturday. June 17 at
The Idlewild Presbyterian Church
in Memphis. The Rev. Landern
Childers officiated at the cere-
mony which was preceded by a
program of nuptial music, played
by Thomas Webber at the organ
and sung by George Sawtelle.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a wedding
gown of candlelight satin and
heirloom rosepoint lace which
was exquisite in its simplicity.
. Her veil of imported illusion,
held in place by a Queen Isabela
tiara of the heirloom lace, fell
in soft clouds over the train of
Mr gown. Her dainty bouquet
as of lilies of the valley, centek-
ed with white orchids and show-
ered with white satin streamers.
Mrs. J. Guery Wilson served as
matron of honor and brides-
maids included Piriss Candy Skin-
-rer, Miss Virginia Ann Wunder-
rch, Miss Jean Wittenberg, Miss
Lucy Boren, Mrs. Lorenzo Adams,
Mrs. Walter Hills and Mrs. Will-
iam R. Bobbin.
They wore lovely gowns of
mauve nylon tulle over matching
:tin slips, fashioned with fitted
adices, softened by fichus over
the shoulders.
They wore matching gauntlets
and carried bouquets of purple
imperial orchids, interspersed
with illusion and tied with match-
ing streamers.
James Willingham, brother of
the bridegroom, served as best
man and groomsmen were: J.
(uerry Wilson, brother of the
bride, Dr. Larenzo Adams, Wal-
r HM, William Terry and Rob-
e:1 Parham, all of Memphis, and
Snow and Wallace McColl-
aim of Fulton.
Mrs. Stapleton wore a distinc-
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217 Main SL Phone 201
ported Chantilly lace, fashioned
'with a sweetheart neckline and a
graceful circular skirt. Her cor-
- sage was of white- orchids.
Mrs. Boaz chose a smartly de-
!signed dinner gown of topaz
:crepe. highlighted with a cowl
• neckline and shirred panels on
the pencil slim skirt, which form-
ed a de.mi train. Her corsage was
of deep purple orchids.
I After the ceremony Mr. and
Mrs. Stapleton entertained with
la reception at the Parkview.
Later in the evening the young
I couple left on a southern wed-
ding trip and for traveling the
. bride wore a smart suit of cnar-
treuse silk shantung. Her char-
treuse hat of straw was tassel
; trimmed and her accessories were
navy blue.?
On thtilr return they will make
their home at 2263 South Park-
way, East, Memphis.
MR: 41/.- BRAZZELL
HONORED TUESDAY AT .
4,..0V14.Z IAA AND SHOWER
Mrs. Olene McDaniels, Mrs.
Austin,Wall and Mrs. Billy Stem
honored Mrs. J. R. Brazzell with
a tea and pink and blue shower
at the home of Mrs. McDaniels
on Arch Street Tuesday. after-
noon.
The tea table was overlaid
with a cutwork cloth and held
an attractive arrangement of
daises as a centerpiece. Dainty
open-laced sandwiches, cookies,
nun and Coca-Colas were serv-
ed by the hostesses.
The .honoree received many
nice gifts.
The guest list included: Mrs.
Carl Milam, Mrs. W. L. Jolley,
Mrs. Albert Owen, Mrs. B. 0.
Copeland, Mrs. Paul Weaver,
Mrs. Don Hill, Mrs. Charlotte
Smith, Mrs. Sam Steele, Mrs. A.
T. Conley, Mrs. A. W. Green, Jr.,
Mrs. M. I. Boulton, Miss Mary
Swann Bushart, Mrs. Claude
Shelby, Miss Sarah Inez Shelby,
Mrs. Gilson Latta, Miss Grace
Hill, Mrs. Earle Taylor, Mrs. Fred
Homra, Mrs. Glynn Bushart,
Miss Eleanor Weaver, Miss Mil-
lie Gray, Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson,
Mrs. Billy Jolley, Jr., Mrs. Hollis
West and Mrs. Milford Jobe. Mrs.
James Cullum, Mrs. John, H.
Flake and Mrs. H. D. Emerson of
Jackson also were present.
Those sending gifts but not at-
tending were: Mrs. John T. Price,
Mrs. Lowell Wray, Mrs. Willie
Homra, Mrs. Lila Hastings, Mrs.
John R. Grace, Mrs. Howard Ed-
wards, Mrs. Homer Wilson, Mrs.
Jim Burke, Mrs. Ray Graham,
Mrs. Charles Browder, Mrs. L. E.
Mooneyharn, Mrs. Ira Little. Mrs.
L. P. Carney, Mrs. Hal Seawright,
Mrs. J. E. Hannephin, Mrs. Frank
Wiggins, Mrs. C. B. Butterworth.




WED IN PADUCAH SUNTiAY
AlisQ Margaret Reno
les B. Winsett were re-Irre,.
. .
Sunday afternoon at one '.' :••,,
o'clock et the home of Rev.
I‘.-rischke, pastor of the
Methodist Church, Pacl,.,
the presence of a few frien•
Rev. Nitschke read the impr
we sirpgle ring ceremony.
The pretty bride wore an alt•.r-
exem. Ii!--2F,.; of blue emlossc..,d 01 -
..arrly with a flower of pink. lh
Cl• '1-L' (-: Fettert,Vi?-.,
Grady Varden winning high score
prize.
The hostess served a dessert
plate to the following: Mesdames
Varden, Robert Burrow, Alex
Leneave, John Daniels, P ula




LAMB TAKES TO SEASONING ENJOY§ MEETING
Herbs that bring out the flavor WITH MRS. HOGG
of lamb make satisfaction guar-
anteed. Among these are pepper-
corns, capers, onion, hay leaves,
garlic; mint and --10-N,
> 4parsley_
All cuts of lamb —
are tender so any( '
method of cooking
may be u s e
roasting, broiling,
•
ing in liquid. The
shoulder is a good cut to buy for
stuffing. Remove the blade bone
with a sharp knife to make the
pocket for a well-seasoned stuf-
fing. Removal also makes tile
roast easy to carve.
e thin paper like covering
called the "fell" should not be re-
moved. The meat is juicier and
cooks in less time if it is left on.
The fell does not affect the flavor.
Sprinkle the lamb generously
with salt and pepper and a little
onion salt.
English Style Onion cmd
Mushroom Stuffing
cup diced—
Hoodenpyle, Miss Virginia How-
ard, Mrs. Bill Stokes, Miss Jean
Atkins and Mrs. Felix Gossurn,
Jr.
MR. AND MRS. GREGORY
ENTERTAIN WITH A
PICNIC SUPPER SUNDAY
' Mr. and Mrs. Rube McKnight
and Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Riddle
were complimented with a de-
lightful back yard supper Sun-
' day nigh( by Mr. and Mrs. 




-.There were eleven members! A- picnic supper with fried
and four visitors Mrs. Marshall chicken, stuil.ry ham and all









, 2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 teaspoon each sage
, teaspoon each thyme, cioves
and mace
Cook onion and mushrooms in
fat until onion is tr-.nsparent.
Mix bread crumbs with season-
ings. Combine with onion and
mushrooms. If stuffing seems cry
add a tablespoon or two of mush-
room liquid.
Stuff the lamb shoulder and tie
with a cord. Insert the mea
thermometer if you have one.
Place the roast fat side up on a
rack in an open pan. Roast in a
moderately slow oven (325 F.)
. Allow 35 to 40 minutes per pcund
or 180 F. on the meat ther-
mometer.
I The flavor of lamb is best when
served well done and piping hot.
Lamb Hash
Dice cold roast lamb and
cooked potatoes. Use twice as
YlkquLh ten wtiatt;: a little 
as 
milk.
  meat. parseoand
in a pan and cook slowly until
browned on bottom. Fold like an





corsage was of pink with tiny
blue flowers interspersed.
, Mrs. Virgil Carper, the matron
of honor and only attendant,
wore a model of sand linen with
lace insertions and a matching
hat of straw. She wore a corsage ,
of yellow carnations.
Virgil Carper attended Mr. ;
Winsett as best man.
Immediately following the,
ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Winsett
left for a southern wedding trip.
Miss Reno is the daughter o'
Mrs. R. L. Pigue of Water Vallee
and is an employee of the So•
ern Bell Telephone Comp-any
Fulton.
Winsett is th,. n M. -
Tarn 1.l.'leett of F;lt








Carr Street and West State Line
Now Under New Management of




TED GOODWIN — BILL FOSTER
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the First *laptist Church met at
Tues-
day night or a  dish
the home gilMrs. Bill Hogg 
Mrs. Dorothy Tegethoff and Mrs.
Carl Hastings present.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by the chairman, Mrs.
James Fortner and a short busi-
ness session was held. Mrs. Carl
Hastings gave a review of the
book on Stewarship and the meet-
ing adjourned with prayer by




Thirty members and guests of
the Fulton Junior Woman's Club
enjoyed a bridge and- canasta
party Friday evening at the Club
home.
Mrs. Clyde Hill was in charge
of the party which was held in
order that the old members
might become better acquainted
with the new members.
Wininng high score at bridge
was Mrs. Morgan Omar and Mrs.
Sara Lee Powers was second
high. Both were given attractive
prizes
Prizes in canasta went to Mrs.
Charles Walker, high and Mrs.
Russell Johnson, second.
Late in the evening the group
was served delicious frosted
Coca-Colas and cookies.
Guests playing included — Mrs.
David Homra, Mrs. K. P. Dalton,
Jr.. Mrs. Jack Snow, Mrs. Jasper .
Vowel', Mrs. Sara Lee Powers,
Miss Virginia Holman, Mrs. Dan-
ny Baird of Memphis, and Mrs.
Clyde Wiltisms, Jr.
Members present were: Mrs.
Howard Armbruster, Mrs. Gar-
land Merryman, Mrs. Ralph
Winstead, Mrs. Wallace Ashby,
Miss Winnie Bowlin, Miss Mary
Zou Allen, Mrs. Bill Hogg, Mrs.
Bill Sewell, Mrs. Stanley Par-
ham, Mrs. Johnny Sharpe, Mrs.
Charles Looney, Mrs. Russell
Johnson, Mrs. Charles Walker,
Mrs. Morgan Omar, Mrs. Fred
Homra, Mrs, Vyron Mitchell,
Mrs. C.1341,Hill, Mrs. Eugene
Pan
'long table which held an attrac-
tive centerpiece of multi-colored
garden flowers.
Those attending were: Mr. and
: Mrs. McKnight, Tom McKnight,
!Mr. and Mrs. Riddle, Mr. and
'Mrs. Don Hill, ..Mary Ann Hill,
Mrs. W. M. Hill, Betty Gregory




I Mrs. L. 0. Bradford was hostess
to the members of her bridge
club Tuesday afternoon and one
visitor, Mrs. Charles Payne at
her home on Third Street.
High score prize Was won by
Mrs. R. C. Pickering.
Cold drinks were served dur-
ing the afternoon and the hostess
served a delicious dessert at the
conclusion of the games.
Miss Olena
(Continued from page one)
weary nurse they returned home
. . . not in a whirlwind of
urgency but in a satisfaction that
all was done to their friends and
neighbors.
Their return carrier was the
; caboose on the end of a slow
, freight.
I In these three installments that
we have humbly put together
I about our most unforgettable
I character we keep thinking of
!little phrases that ring in our
I
memory as told to us by Muss
Olena. Of people she left at the
poor farm shr-said: "They are the
poorest unfortunates. Not only do
they lack material things; but
they need the love and care that
is so important when you're
young and when you're old." Of
the hospital formed in Fulton.
"It was easier when the hospitals
came, but then we had to educate
people to the importance of the
hospital as a place to be cured,




































It trill pay you from time to time to look for
our Red-Marked Specials for Extra Values!
 Nr/4•444.4.-
BALDRIDGE'S
LAKE 5-10-25c StorST. .AraUFLTON,‘W KY.
evitably dies."
"When people are sick you had
to have an answer for every-
thing," she said. "They were sick,
and I was well and could help
them. It was the Christian way."
Indeed, Miss Olena's life is the
truly Christian life. Embodied in
her deeds, her memories and the
work she had to leave for others
Ito do we see personified the
I biblical saying:
"What you do unto the leastof




I thank the Lord Jesus I am
yet alive but my health ain't
much. I taken sick last Saturday
evening -but I am not confined
to the bed. I has some kind of fe-
ver and it keeps me weak and its
all in my bones. But I am glad it
is as well with me as it is. Sick
ness is for everybody.
I wasn't able to go to church
Sunday but I hope I will be Sun-
day. I think this paper of Mis,
Johanna's is so fine. She 1,
a wonderful woman. She. was so
sweet to me. I can't never forget
her.
I hope Mrs. Hunt are well. She
wrote me such a sweet card. I
received a card from Mrs. Walter
Bernhard of Farmington, Mich.
She said she was going to write
in article in Mrs. Johanna's pa-
per. On her card she wrote me
she was telling me about how she
had been to Kentucky. I would
like to see her for we are both
sisters in Christ.
I knead her with me so she may
pray for me that I may be heal-
ed. This fever got me so weak
but I'll tell you this prayer IS the
best medicine. I can use. Medi-
cine is good in its place but earn-
est prayer is better.
My crop is fine. I am yet a wid-
(0.v. Husband.; is hard to find.
Pray that I may get one, I likes
a marriage life so put your faith
in God. Poem, subject: Do Not
Wait.
Make _uje of all the present time,
The future you hope to see;
But dO not Well,nritil'Or allure
comes,
To be what you want to be
Town Topics
Just because a man gets down
on his knees to propoik he has
to spend the rest of his life up on
his toes.
A lot of people who wouldn't
talk with full mouths will go
around talking with empty heads.
"Like your new bugalow with
no cellar?"
"Sure thing! My wife hasn't
heard a single burglar downstairs
since we moved in."
LITTLE BEAU, PEEP
Many black sheep
Would like to peep
In my window, but I don't mind
them.
I've built a home
With electronic foam
To squirt in. their eyes and blind
them.








Do f male func-
tional monthly aig...,..
ailments make
you suffer pain, feel so strangely
restless, weak—at such times.
or just before your period?
Then start taking Lydia E
Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound about ten days before
to relieve such symptoms.
Pinkham's Compound works
through the sympathetic ner-
vous system Regular use of
Lydia Pinkhum's Compound
helps build up resistance against
this annoying distress..,.........._
Truly the u•ornan's friend,
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS
with added iron
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
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lefeldle
the hulk of the nation's It t144 I:11 nut quicl.ly and
econonthally. -
Making the mo‘t of wheel-on-rail-effit iency requires
sturdy rail, smooth and stable roadbeds, modern sig-
nal systems, cars and motive power.
Since the war's end, the Illinois Central has put an
increasing amount of money into these things. Last
year $31,500,000 went into new equipment and
$6,500,000 into track improvements ... in addition
to $73,500,000 for maintaining the entire property.
These expenditures are a direct measure of the
Illinois Central's determination to provide the kind
















































































ALL SIX OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE TEAMS
ON MURR itY STATE SCHEDULE FOR 1950-51
All six Ohio Valley conference Murray.
Dec. 9—Memphis State at
Murray.
Dec. 11—open.
Dec. 12-15—Round robin at
Huntington, W. Va., with Mar-
shall, West Texas State and Pep-
erdine.
Dec. 18—High Point, N. C. It
Murray.
Dec."20—Beloit at Murray.
Dec. 28—Kansas State at Mur-
ray (tentative).
Dec. 29—Southern Illinois at
Metropolis, Ill.
Jan. 1—open.
Jan. 3—Evansville College at
Evansville Ind.
Jan. 6—Memphis State at Mem-St. Bonaventure in Olean, N. Y., 
phis, Tenn.Feb. 14.
Jan. 8—Eastern Kentucky atKansas State is tentatively on
Murray.
Jan. 13—Western Kentucky at
Bowling Green, Ky.
Jan. I6—Tennesee Tech at
Cookeville, Tenn.
Jan. 20—Morehead at Murray.
Jan. 27—Eastern Kentucky at
Richmond, Ky.
Jan. 29—Morehead at More-
head, Ky.
Feb. 3—Marshall at Murray. „
Feb. 6—Evansville at Murray.
Feb. 10—Western Kentucky at
Murray.
Feb. 12-,-Long Island U at New
opponents are on schedule for
Murray State's basketball team
?of the 1950-51 season. The
Thoroughbreds will play Mar-
shall, Morehead, Eastern, West-
ern, Evansville and • Tennessee
Tech both at home and away.
Roy Stewart, athletic director,
has also arranged a flying trip
east for Coach Harlan Hodges'
charges. After playing Western
at Murray Feb. 10, the Thorough-
breds take to the air to engage
Long Island university in New
York City Feb. 12, Seton Hall in
South Orange, N. J., Feb. 13, and
the list for a game in the Mur-
ray gym Dec. 28, and Beloit will
return last year's game in Beloit
with an appearance at Murray
Dec. 20.
Dec. 14 and 15 will find the
Thoroughbreds in Huntington, W.
Va., fora round robin with Mar-
shall, West Texas State and
Pepperdine.
Including five open dates to be




York City.Dec. 1—Southeast Louisiana at Feb. 13—Seton Hall at SouthMurray.
Orange, N. J.Dec. ,4—open.
Feb. 14—St. Bonaventure,Dec. 6—Tennessee at Olean, N. Y.
Feb. 22, 23, 24—Ohio Valley ,
Conference Tournament at Louis- j You might do for therm We were
ville, Ky. !also glad to see Hoptown's Eddie
Lempas out at the ball park dur-
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"HOLIDAY ON SKIS"
Plenty of Ice-Cream Pie on Hand as June Dairy Month Begins
Governor Earle C. Clements (right) and Alan Schneider, assistant to Mayor Charles
Farnsley of Louisville, hesitate to spoil the beauty of the "world's largest ice-cream
pie." Pieces of the giant pie, which contained 25 gallons of ice-cream, 5 gallons of
strawberries, measured 51/2 feet across, and weighed 170 pounds, were served to guests
at a luncheon, May 31, in Louisville, inaugurating the state-wide June Dairy Month
in Kentucky.
Ham Etheridge
Friday, June 23, 19507-- The Fulton News — Page 7
•• my Father which is in Heaven."
Letters To The Editors
suffered a broken leg at Hopkins- Dear Mrs. Westepheling:(t'oeiimied from raze 3nel Howard boy. He had blood pois-vile some few weeks ago and is
all the way back to Moscow. Any now up and around on his 
I am writing you this letter to
time a fan from some other team crutches.
in our league think enough Of
our town to drive the necessary
distance to our ball park. brothei-.
come on over. We will continue
to pull for our team and ride you
when we gct ahead but one thing
is certain, you won't hear any
boos when you stand up for
recognition at the end of six in -
ningS.
Many of the fans are wonder-
ing just what will happen to the
Jackson outfieJder. Hayden Ray.
Ray has been traded to the Cairn
Dodgers for the left-handed
pitcher. Berman, but he says
that he will not report to the
Dodger camp. The league wAl
not be the same without Mr. Ray,
especially for the score keepers
who have lots of trouble keeping
him satisfied with the amount of
errors that are charged to him in
the outfield. We can think of lots
of things that would be worse
than playing baseball under ILA
Seawright. Personally, Mr. Ray,
we believe that you might go up
and get a few hitting pointecs
from this gentleman.
The Fulton management an-
nounces two new additions to the
Railroader staff that should im;
'wove the club's chances for a
berth in the playoffs at the end
ef the present season. Rill Snell-
.tuni. former NEldisonville
has joined the club and is
the shorts! -n















.111-Amorii iin If P31,1
,n •1.).1i1 just half as
wel ,r;s, he plays basketball,
ther('s not a fan in Fulton who
won't be pleased With his per-
formance on the Railroaders
mound.
Our friend Efickson, you know.
the boy with the smile in the hos-
•)ital, wishes that we would ex-
wels his thanks for the wonder-
ful showing that you gave him a
few nights ago at Fairfield. These
boys really appreciate. any thing
PUBLIC HEALTH 
TOPICS 
Of primary importance in the
promotion of public health is an
adequate garbage and refuse col-
lection and disposal system. This
is very definitely a community
problem and the proper solution
depends upon the situation ex-
isting in each community.
More than civic pride is at
stake. Good environmental sani-
tation is an aid in the control of
communciable disease and the
abatment of nuisances.
Garbage cans are top favorites
among flies as ',reeding places.
An uncleaned garbage can is like
an open invitation to insects and
rodents. No matter how new and
shiny a garbage can may be, un-
less it is cleaned at least once a
week and has a tight-fitting cov-
er, it will still ..urovide a breed-
ing place for flies.
Further, even if the individual
owner provides an adequate
means of garbage disposal, if his
next dOor neighbor &les not co-
operate in the effort to maintain
good environmental sanitation, it
will not be effective.
Just as necessary as are proper
disposal systems is the matter of
an adequate collection sN•stcal.
This is the iniinciiiMit!."s re- • J71
I siblitv and each fl:.Orpt..•
'community is responsible to
'people for carrying out ta sat.
faetory pcouqin. Hotvever,
c,mmunity is only as alert as
citj5 ul riiinte
individual citizen
understand the necessity for an
adequate sanitation system.
As a • hb‘isyilal.
person's obligation .
, his premsises are
a taxpayer, it,is his ;
to see that his town or city on..
ales a safe community Nv:aie
handling _system.
Harry A. Barry, the sanita:inh
in the Fulton County Health Unit,
will be glad to assist in solvin.;
your individual or community
sanitation problems.
Fred Winters of San Diego,
California is visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Winter, Sr.,
on Fairview Ave.
Mrs. Rube Stanfield was the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Vir-
ginia Owen and family Saturday.
COLORFUL POTTERY





East State Line Fulton
let you know I was Fulton,
Ky., last week visiting my two
sisters, Mrs. Annie Batts and Mrs.
Claude Pewitt. I sure would like
:or your to put this letter in your
paper next week.
I love to tell the world about
my Lord Jesus Christ. He called
me to go to Kentucky so I could
go calling on the siok and those
who are not saved. I called on
six homes one day; talked to
them about the Lord and of
course they were saved. But I told
them how the Lord had healed
metWe prayed for their healing.
Of Aourse I can't do anything but
ask my Saviour to heal them as
he has me. I know he will if they
only believe.
I was at the hospital to see the
oning in his knee. _I could not
move his foot. After I prayed for
him he moved his foot. I prayed
for my sister, Myrtle Pewitt; she
got her finger caught in a car
door about one month ago and it I
hurt her so she could not close'
her hand. The next day asked r
her how her finger was and she
closed her hand. Her finger wasi
all healed through prayer. I
praise God for salvation and
healing.
I am so glad I am not ashamed
of Him. He says in St. Matthews
10 chapter 32 verse: "Jesus says
whosoever therefore shall confess
me before men him will I confess
also before my Father which is
in Heaven." 33 verse says, "But
whosoever shall deny me before
men him will I also deny before
MEMO
HERE'S t, WHY THE CONCRETEt.
STAVE SILO AND CRIB WILL
SAVE YOU MONEY!
e- .4
+ Concrete Stave Silo .
isolile Grown Silage replaces high priced feeds.
Lorn in a silo downes its value—Saves the entitle crop.
tsilLA sl1a6e, a Well iida.itieell l44ua CiA11 Ue mainuiined easily
IS a grass-liKe succulent wed .tnat stimulates digestion.
contains viLainins mat are essential elements in tile
oevLtut.i.iie.it u Cic •Clit , . i , 14 °CAA.),
bilage keeps your stock through the winter in a healthy Cana--
lion.
Keen farm competition manes silo economy necessary—titki,UOU
110 W. III use.
it silo protects the farmer against total loss from frost, drought
Jr nail.
Silage can be used to supplement Summer pasture.
A silo saves storage space. Etght times more feed can be stored
in a silo than in a mow
Inc sit° saves lataor—Cattle can be led quickly and easily from
a silo.
zvery Agricultural College, every Experiment Station advises
the use of the silo. .
ituthorities recommend the use of the silo to combat the spread
of the 2..uropean Corn Borer.
it 6410 is permanent. it protects your feed against loss from fire,
windstorm or yoilage,
A J110 is asset to your farm that earns large interest every
year.
A Silo can be usied for grass ensilage and in this way conserve
the vitamin qualities 62 the grass, make it possible to store the hay
crop, in wet weather, save in storage space, reduce fire hazard ana
ceauce work of storing and feeding the crop. Special construction is
required for ,grass filling.
1YlcAtiootiilos have peen carefully engineered for the purpose of
Aoring ChOpfied hay. Ask our salesman tor complete information
about methods of ensiling hay crops and preparing and storing
chopped hay.
me time- for building the Silo is now at hand: Only thirty to
forty days remain tn, this seailon ior planting the crop to gd In the
Silo. .
me builder of the Silo should.. have:thsstx days us .wliich yo
Manufacture the Concrete Staves and have the peel rods ano oulit
Silo hardware on liana to build silo and- e everitilngalV
readiness for filling the silo when trolais ly for barv*.
Plan your crop and size 6f Sil ds sebn ossible Aow7 w
there is time, but none to waste if you want a Silo this year.
Mcgb00 SILO COMPANY
DAY PHONE 11 NIGHT PHONE
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
So you see Jesus don't want us to
be ashamed of him or his works.
His works is to go out for Him.
Tay to'- be a soul winner for Him.
I am so glad I know Him. So
many people don't believe iin
healing. The Bible says, "By His
stripes are we healed." I think
if the people would read the 11
chapter of St. John they could
see how he healed in that chap-
ter. Of course that was when he
was on Earth. Everybody had to
go to Him but He was crucified
on Calvary's cross so we could all
go to Him after His resurrection.
Now He sits on the right hand of
his Father interseding for us.
The people who love the world
and pleasures better than Jesus
better read the 8 chapter of
Romans. They see the Lord wants
us to love for Him.
Well, I hope the people will
know by this letter that I love
the Lord Jesus Christ with all my
heart. If anyone wants to write
me this is my address: Mrs. Mat-
tie Bernhard, - 30724 Gd. River,
.Farmington, Mich.
I will close for this time. I hope
my friend in Miss., Mattie Dear,
will see my letter. I sent her a
card today. She has not heard
from me for sometime. I will











For AmbulanceiService Day or Night
Phone lo--> 88 Phone
Contract Eeineral Home for and Member of




* WE HAVE HAD YEARS of EXPERIENCE
* We have special screens for fescue cleaning
* WE CLEAN ALL KINDS OF SEEDS, such
as Ky 31 Fescue, Ladino clover, White, Red
and Crimson clovers, Alsike and other field
seeds.
* WE HAVE BUILT OUR BUSINESS AS A
RESULT OF "SATISFIED CUSTOMERS".
Bring your seed to our plant - - - the OLD
RELIABLE through the years.
See us before you buy!.
"OUR PRICE IS RIGHT" ....
•
CCD.N - BEANS - GRASSES - FERTILIZER
/ 
We are authorized agents for the
TRYCO CROP SPRAYER
We have All Kinds of Spray Chemicals
Ne,v Shipment Just Arrive i
SEED-CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G'
and Broadbent hybrids...I&
THE EZEI-FLOW UME & FERTTLIZER—SPREADER is the
best we ever have seen. It is GUARANTNED t read. ANY
kind. ANE' amount, in ANY condition. PiMe 6.1 r A FREE
DEMONSTRATION ON' YOUR FARM, NMV!
I We Sell
SURGE MILKERS




See us for your farm and







For starting and growing calves
SEMI - SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs
CUSTOM GRINDING AND mhurro
We can sweeten It with rat:Janes.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We have,,agavod supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Rensitig, ,1111414 'Roofing and Square - Hutt
(end mailivAsPhalt Shingles.
A. C. BUTTS & SON't
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603
-e '
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Fulton Bottle Ckie
Sae Met
• Wednesday night guests of
Miss Faye Hicks were: Sue Clark,
Bobby Sellars and Evurme Weav-
er.
Sunday guests of Nfr. and !Ars.
N. F. Wilktssun weroz--Xx. and
Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson, Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Sills and daughters,
Margie and Linda and Mr. and
Mrs. Moms Gardner.
Gerald' Wilkersda, grandson of
Mr: and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson, is
spepding this. week with Odell
Sills
Sunday guests of Mr. arid Mrs.
0..D. Cbok were: Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Cook,, Mk: and Ms. 0. D.
Cook, Jr., Mrs Jack U_Iderwood
and daughter; Martha, Mins Aline
Wilkerson, Sheba and Virginia
Clark.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
0. G. Clark wear Mr .an.: Mrs.
Junior Cruce, Mkt and Mrs. Her-
bert H. Clark and son, Tarry, Al-
ine, Jimmy and Fred Wilkerson,
Evonne Weaver, Verlean Weave:.
Bobby Gene Neely, Bobby Sellars
and Tom
Miss Sue Clark spent th? wees-
end with Miss Kvorme Weaver
of Water Valley_
Mr- and Mrs Herbert H.,,Clark I
and son, Tony, Misses Shelby
end Virginia Clark visital Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Elder and family of
Martin awhile Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. .Herbert H. (Park
and son of Phoenix, Ariz., nil ived
at his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
C.ark Friday at noon
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Taylor of
Fulton, Route 4 visited Mr. and
Mrs. 0. G. Clark Thursday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell
visited her parents Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jun:or Cruce of
Fulton, Route 4 announce the ar-
rival of an eight pound baby boy
born Tuesday at Martin hospital
Mrs. Cruse is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. 0. G. Clair of Fult3n,
Route 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruc.• of Ful-I
ton, Route 4, Mr. and Mr3. 0. G.
Clark of Fulton, .out I are
proud grandparents of a baby
boy, born to Mr. and l'ors. Junior
Cruce: The blessed event took
place at 1 a. m. Tuesday at Mar-




There was a large attendance
at the Mission Sunday afternoon
FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first essitsidersition; yet funerals as Low as $99.50
are always a part of oar service.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
7 TELEPHONE 7
The hest ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-oessefitioned chapel.
—MEMBER--
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
METAL AWNINGS
• CITitratn made t oyonr size
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
installation; w i n d,o s
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.
For Prompt Service Phone 502
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street Fulton, Ky.
•••••••• ...•••••••• 
to hear Mrs. Rose Mills Appleby
of Brazil who has been a mission-
ary there for several years. Af-
ter her talk Bro. Jack Graves
preached.
Mr. and Mrs. John McKinney
and daughters, Jane and Joan of
Fulton span awhile Thursday
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom.
Miss June Bishop 
W
and Lucille
Bishop of Water Valley spent
Sunday night and , Monday with
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Brown
spent Thursday evening and Mrs.
Brown spent Friday with their
daughter and family, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Olive and Sherrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Olive are papering
their house.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore
spent Sunday with their daughter
and family, Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Roberson and Kenneth Moore.
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and chil-
dren and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell re-
turned from a week's vacation in
Mississippi and Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom




Picnics begin in grnest with
Memorial day and th'e last day of
school. This means that it is time
to get out the big enamel coffee
:!1 .
pot. The one that is used to make
I 
lots of good coffee over the open
fire.
Here are some "do's" and some
time savers too that will help
to make clear full flavored coffee
 —hot or iced.
___Wash the coffee pot with hot
 —soapy water; then scald it well.
Coffee that has been coarsely
ground will give the best results.
Measuroments Are Important









real crowd use a full pound cf
coffee and a forty- cup pot.
Coffee With An Egg
Before you leave for the picnic
measure the coffee and mix it
with a slightly beaten egg. Place
the mixture in a cheese cloth
square and tie it loosely with a
long cord. Put this right into the
pot to carry . it to the picnic
grounds.
Measure the water into the pot
as carefully as you did the coffee.
Allow it to come to the boiling
point then place over the fire
where it will simmer but not boil.
This is when the aoma of the
coffee becomes so tantalizing. You
are the lucky one if elected to
make the coffee. It is your priv-
ilege to sample until it is just
the right strength. Lift the sack I
of coffee grounds out with the
cord that was tied to the handle.
In this way the cofee may be kept







Depot Street "Buck Bushart" Fulton
WE GIVE YOU
A LIFT
. . . . a lift from your labors! Washdays are
drudge days - - - let us change them to











If The bay Is Hot
Iced coffee will be especially
welcome if the day of the picnic
turns out to be ,_
sizzler. For iced





cubes to the pie-.
nic in a thermos
jug or a large kettle.
Pour the fresh hot coffee Into
ice filled cups or glasses. Iced
coffee made this way will be full
of flavor. Don't forget the sugar
and cream.
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Loans made in all sur-
-ounding towns and
Sountiss in any
Tmount up to 000 on
'Furniture, Atitomo-
__ bile. Livestock. co-
il ilaker, Signature.
IR, 11
f CPI ()iv Ititance
,N...NUTOSTATIO
tO Walnut Street
"Fukoo's FRIENDLY Loan Senice-
Ow,. 1751
"What if young Dr. Maloney DOESN'T realize what be's in
for by forgetting cool, efficient Nurse Larson and becomes
Infatuated over that playgirl Candy Fraser? We're forty-five -
minutes late for dinner and I'm hungry!"
spent the weekend with her
father and family, Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Weatherford and sons,
Wallace and James of Springhill
near Clinton. •
Mrs. Mary Collier has been
suffering from the earache.
Rev. Byron Bishop and daugh-
ter Jo Ann of Water Valley spent
awhile Monday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Hillmz a Collier
and children. Jane and Lucille
returned home with them.
Due to the do'. r. pour of rain
Monday evening and night the
farmers have been slowed down
on the cuttting of wheat.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Grable and
children, Randy and Bonnie, who
has been visiting relatives in
Cayce, were the supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
Friday evening and Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Anderson on Saturday even-
ing. Rev. Grable was their pas-
tor at the Assembly of God
Church two years ago and has
been in Florida since. They have
many friends in and around
Cayce. •
Mr. and Mrs. Eflgar Grissom
spent awhile Sunday evening
with Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Simp-
son and family of Cayce after
church at the Mission and at-
tended church at the Assembly of
God there later in the evening.
Mrs. Thelma Girssom spent
Thursday in Union City with
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird.
could be saved by modernizing the
organization methods and equip- I
ment of the U. S. Post Office De-
partment.
THEIR NUMBER IS LEGION
The number of civilian employ-
ees on the Federal Government -
payroll increaseol from 563.805 In
December 1932 to ,:16-1,156
December 194£ ,.otal annu•'
aries and wages paid't. mese
Federal employees have soared
from $1 billion in 1932 to over
$6',2 billion today.
• Ws Astsoindia No fire-




• It's Mod Artoolode PIFFITaall
Newt Powerful--heata up
to 4 or S rooms with
"warm-floor" comfort-
• Hoods No Dosomoot — No
Ducts—we can install
without "tearing up" year
licasi e.• Vi Raag• or Shaw sad
111•••• to suit your partic-
ular needs: See us for the
sight installation for your
home,
We's* making dils offer to
induce you to buy in our
slow season instead of in
our Fall rush. See us now
— save money—get this
bettor heat:
THAT AIN'T HAY
The Hoover Comisison has re-
ported that $140 million a year ..,_
Value throughout—and easy to 0W0











rossings sixth! be Seen
and not Felt
WHEN the sign says "Stop,Look and Listen," the pro..
dent driver does.
But after that what? Must you
still move forward at a cautious
crawl or pay toll in jar, jitter and
jounce?
Not, good sir, when you're at a
Buick's wheel.
You step on the throttle, move eas-
ily, swiftly forward. Your wheels
dance—your tires drum-roll over
rail and plank.
But four gentle coil springs, one
on each wheel, are working their
magic—and you hear rather than




This rugged front end Mutts the
sfyle note, (2) saves on repair
costs—vertical bars ore individu-
s±r replaceable, (3)-c-WoM
"locking horns," (4) makes
parking and garaging easier.
That, of course, is only one
kind of rough going you can meet
in your travels. It's only one kind
of discomfort your Buick's built
to master.
For beside gentle coil springing,
every Buick rides on soft, low-
pressure tires. Every one is stead•
ied by a rigid torque-tube. Every
one boasts a rigid, weaveproof
frame—soft, sure shock absorbers
— even special engine mountings
to minimize vibration.
They can have the special added
smoothness of Dynaflow Drive,'
cushioning power-thrust in spin- _
ninilletnr
So rough spots seem to level out
*Standard ow ROAM/ASTER, optional et emirs
.m,, SUPER mad SPECIAL modiste.
MMJIT  
at your coming. Boulevards take
on a new smoothness. You know
what riding comfort is—why the
&licit ride is called matCliless.
So how about it?
Come climb into a Buick and see
for yourself what we mean. You'll
gets style-thrill and a power-thrill
along with your ride-thrill—and a
Story on price that eliminates you)
last excuse for not traveling in the
Buick manner'
Only BUICK has Defeuggiost,....,
and With it goes: HIGHER -COMPRES-
SION Fireball valve•in-head power in three
engines. (New F-263 engine in SUPER models.) •
NEW-PATTERN STYLING, with MULTI-GUARD
forefront, taper-through fondors,"doubl• bubble"
taillights • WIDE-ANGL1 VISIMILITY, clos•-up
road view both forward and back • TRAFFIC.
HANDY SIZE, leu over-all length for easier
parkingdwd garaging, shod turning radius •
EXTIA-V2 IGE SEATS cradled botwoen th• axles.
SOFT BUICK RIDE, from all-coil springing, Solely.
Ride rims, low•pressur• riclii•si•odyirig
torque-tubo • WIDE ARRAY OF MODELS will,
Body by Fishor.
WM A 77"L'I'Et Y OVR PR /Ur nn,ve:f.
YOUR KEY TO GRFATFR VALUE
ear • "
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANv




















News and Personals from - - - -
Water Valley
Odell Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. Gordie Puckett
and son, Cleatus, of Wingo and
Mrs. Ben Fink of Vancover, Wash.
visited Monday night with Mr.




75 power mower for every borne.
Power driv•n wheels, power &hien
reel, power driv•n sharpener. The
four-tyci• Briggs & Stratton engine
takes th• labor out or town mowing.
WILLIAMS HDWE,
NI7 E. 4th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stephens I
of Fulgham and family visited
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett Mon-
day night.
The American Legion Auxili-
ary met Monday night at the Le- ,
gion Hall with Mrs. Ethel Will-
iams acting as hostess. The Aux-
iliary is sponsoring an ice cream
supper Friday night June 30 on
the school grounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Chatman
and daughter, Wanda Sue of De-
troit, Mrs. J. C. McAlister, Mrs..
Will Puckett and Odell Puckett '
shopped in Paducah Tuesday af-
ternoon.
Mr: and Mrs. Harry Hunt Gos-
sum and son, Ronald, enjoyed a
fish fry at Kentucky Lake Wed-
nesday.
Mrs. Hal Kizer and son, Hal,
Jr., Mrs. Jeanne Scott spent Tues-
day night with Mrs. Jewell Ross
of Martin. Mrs. Scott remained
for a longer visit.
' Mr. and Mrs. Ray Latta and
family of Jackson, Miss., visited
Fulton over the weekend with Mr. and
Most Complete Stock In West Kentucky





Thatold truss With harness of leather,
elastic, straps, belts. 
ITSHERE --- THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world'•
reatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Alway,
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
•
CITY DRUG CO. 47hoLanek Streeteu2g
ASK YOUR MECHANIC





IN THE LONG RUN!
+ +
Trade with us and






H. J. EASLEY, Mgr.
'West State Eine Phone 9151
Before you buy ail Range
COME IN AND Uri IRS OM Y041 A COMPLETE
DEMONSTRATION Of THE FAMOUS
You will live with your
new range a long time
—ro we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
hours easier—more enjoyable. Parnons
for its beauty, your new Tappan




RANGES PRICED FROM- - - $119.00
AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON
Box 37 Fulton, Ky. Phone 960
IF IT COULD BE SEEN!
Mrs. J. B. Byrn and Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
-Tent last week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins of
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore have
taken rooms with Harry Weaks.
They come to us from Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Boaz en-
iayecl a fish fry Saturday night
it the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Britt.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charlton
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Puckett and J. C. McAlister spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Will
Puckett and Odell.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Eaker visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum
Saturday afternoon.
Miss Bula Mae Cooley of Pa-
ducah and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Murphey of Fulgham visited Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Cooley Sunday.
Mar. and Mrs. Charles Wilson
attended morning services at the
First Methodist Church in Benton
Sunday. Rev. Harry Williams is
pastor of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum of
Pilot Oak spent Sunday with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gos-
sum.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin E. Casey
spent a few days last week with
her sister, Mrs. Vada West of Mi-
lan, Tenn. Their niece, Jonnie
Nell West came home with them
for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Chatman
and daughter, Wanda Sue, left
Thursday for their home in De-
troit after spending their vaca-
tion with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Will Puckett and other rela.
tives and friends.
Hester Pirtle of Detroit is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Latta,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle, other
relatives and friends. ,
Mr. end Mrs. W. T. Edwards
and Hal. Jr., visited Sunday af-
ternoon with Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Byrn.
Charles and Maxine Stephens
spent Saturday night in Wingo
with Mary Jane and Eddie Step-
hens.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stephens and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Murrell
liltephens. and family were Sun-
day dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Chatman
and daughter of Detroit were
Tuesday night supper guests of
her brother, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
spent Sunday with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins of
Fulgham.
Ben P. Bennett is spending a
few days with his daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. R. M. Boaz in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Haskell,
Mr. and Mrs. Lila Bradley, Mr.
and Mrs. Whitt Garner and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wilson spent
the weekend at their cabin on
Kentucky Lake.
Alvin Williams of Cornersville,
Ind., spent Saturday with his
aunt, Miss Ada Pigue.
Richard Childress received a
broken ankle while loading some
hogs Saturday morning at his
home.
Will Hayden of Spokane, Wash. I
Tom Hayden of Paducah and
Jim Pritchard of Mayfield visited
Wednesday afternoon with their
brother, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hay-
den. This is the first time Will
Hayden has seen any of his folks
since 1910.
A homecoming was held Sun-
day, June 18 at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Arnett. Those pre-
sent included: Mr. and Mrs. Char- '
les Collier and children of Hick-
ory, Mrs. Mary Lawrence of Lynn
Grove, Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Gray
of Farmington, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Barton of Drummond, Montana,
Bruce Barton of San Antonia,•
Texas, Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Usher,,
Mrs. Dooma Jones, Mrs. Erull
Travis, Mr. and Mrs. Felix Jones,'
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Taylor Gay
and family all of Mayfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Wilson Arnett and son,
Perry of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Arnett and daughter, San-
dra and Mrs. Wash Seay of Pi-
lot Oak.
McCONNELL
Several from here plan to at-
tend the All-Night Singing at
Sedalia, Kentucky on Thursday
RADIO
Repairing
If your "FM"-set isn't work
ing right, I can fix it for you
now.
• • •
I have a complete.44ne of bat-
teries for portable sets. Get
your new ones in time for that
fishing trip, picnic baseball
broadcast or weekend trip.
FREE pick-up and delivery




M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
Phone 455 Fulton
night. The main event of the
night will be Wally Fowler
Quartet from Radio Station
WSM, Nashville, Tenn:
James Thomas Welch and son,
Michael, of Newport, *Rhode Is-
land, have been visiting his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch
for the past several days.
Thomas Vowel', son of Mr. .and
Mrs. Roy Vowell, left for Detroit,
Michigan last week, where he
will seek employment.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr.,
have recently purchased a new,
Chrysler automobile.
We wish to extend our deepest
sympathy to the E. L. Sanford
family in the recent loss of their
wife and mother. The Sanfords
were former residents of this
community.
Mrs. Jennie Jones is hospitali-
zed at the Baptist Hospital, Mem-
phis. She recently sustained' a re-
fracture of her leg. We wish for
her a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Wayne
Davis and children of Fulton
visited Mrs. Davis' parents Sun-
day, Mr. and Mrs. Ligon Welch.
Mrs. Thad Parrish and son,
James Larry, "spent Friday night
with her mother, Mrs. Mary Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Jordan of
Fulton visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ancil Jordan last week.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell attended
the Willie B. McClain funeral at
Fulton Monday afternoon.
Mi. and Mrs. Milton Goodjine
and son of Union City visited Mr.
and Mrs. Charley Goodjine Sun-
day.
Mrs. R. F. Jones has been visit-
ing her daughter, Mrs. Paul Ken-
dall of Fulton, for the past week.
DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Joyce Taylor
Mrs. J. E. Finley visited her
sister, Mrs. J. C. House Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy of Obion
were the Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. J. McNatt.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls visited his sister, Mrs. Lee
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Sills and Mr. Sills Sunday.
I Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
and Jerry called to see Mrs/.
' Blanche Gootch in the home of
' Mr. and Mrs. T. C: House Satur-
day night.
,1 Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
and Mrs. Addie Walston were the
'Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
;Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce
Mr. and Mrs. Beckham Vaugh-
an's daughter from Calif., is visit-
ing them at this time.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. House were: Mr. and Mrs.
Boaz House, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Yates and Mrs. Blanche Gootch.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
family called on Mr. and Mrs.
Top dollar style
Never before could you get
so much car beauty for so
little money . . . only Ford
has been selected for the
Fashion Academy Award for
two successive years.
Tremon Rickman awhile Sunday
night.
Bettye Lou Raines of Tucson,
Ariz., v. ; the Sunday night sup-
per guests of Joyce Taylor.
Miss Emma Carr of Water Val-
ley visited her sister, Mrs. W. W.
Brann it few days jag week.
Jane and Sue Owen 'visited
I Shirley and Margaret Colbarn
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hici:s nti
girls were Sunday guests of 11'..s.r
dad, George Golden and Mrs.
Golden of Fulgham.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Era.
J. J. McNatt awhile Thursday af-
ternoon.
JO HNSON shipped more Sea-Horse
outboard motors to Johnson
dealers in May, 1950 than
in any other month in
Johnson history (28 years)
P R O R-e that sportsmen everywhere
recognize the extra dollar-
value built into every
JOI,NSON SEA-HORSE
5 HP (TN) $172.00
CITY ELECTRIC 6t TIRE CO.
205 Commercial Phone -10
JOHNSON SEA-HORSE COTBOARD MOTO.RS,
aTop Dollar car
Long dollar mileage
Not only do miles seem
shorter in a Ford, but they
cost you less. A Ford is
economical to buy, economi-
cal to run and, because of
its long-lived quality, high
in value at resale time.
Top dollar "Go"
Only Ford in its field offeni
you a choice of "Go" power
. . . either the smooth
precision-built 100-h.p. V-8
or its companion-io-quality,
the advanced 95-h.p. Six.
Low Dollar cost
Top dollar value
Ford brings you big-car
features at small-car




Ship" Ride in a sound-
conditioned Mifeguard"
Body—• body that's
built and finished ta
"live outdoors...
Come in and "Test Drive" a '50 Ford Today!
J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY FULTON PHONE 12
:•















Will Ti. Get EXTRA BOGS This WV
Pullets laying 21 extra eggs in the
fall—when prices are usucdly highest
—are worth money to you. Purina4ed
pullets averaged 21 extra fall eggs
more than those fed straight gsctici.
Come in today for Puring_Grommax1IL
We Have All Varieties of Soy Beans Common To This Area
Funk's G---Pfister---U. S. 13 Hybrid Seed Corn
REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
-
Custom Seed Cleaning Custom Grinding and Mixing





Two ex-farin boys left a city
far behind in a milking contest
held recently in Louisville to
inaugurate Jule Dairy Montn in
Kentucky.
Easy winner was State Agri-
culture Commissioner Harry F.
Walters, with a healthy 8.6
pounds in three minutes. Coming
in second with 4.8 pounds was
Governor Earle C. Clements, and
way down at the bottom with (.6)
of one pound was amateur Alan
Schneider, assistant to Mayor
Fansley of Louisville, Schneider,
however, was quite pleased with
his .6 of a pound, since he had
never milked before.
Refereeing the affair was John
Moser, who, with his daughter.
Betty, supplied the Holsteirs us-
ed in the contest. Dan Bald-
win, chairman of the June Dairy
Month Committee and new 'man-
ager of the Kentucky State Fair,
was master cif ceremonies.
The American Dairy Associa-
tion of Kentucky provided the
drinks—bottles of milk for
everyone present—and thin 'the
milkers and 300 others adjourned
to the Seelbach Hotel for a lunch-
eon celebrating the opening of
June Dairy Month in Kentucky
For dessert, the guests received
pieces of a huge ice-cream pie,
listed on the men,' as "the
world's largest ice-cream pie."
This pink -and white giant ii.eas-
ured 51/2 feet across, weighing
170 pounds, and contained 25
gallons of ice-cream and 5 gal-
long of strawberries.
Speaking at the luncheon was
Owen Richards, Chicago, mana-
ger of the American Dairy As-
sociation. He predicted that milk
production in America this year
would reach about 121 billion
pounds — the highest in peace-
time history.
June Dairy Month is observed
each year in the interests of the
In Milking
Governor Enters Milking Contest
At June Dairy Month Inz.uguration
Governor Earle C. Clements shows his pulling power with
a non-voter. At a'milking contest held in Louisville, May
31, to officially open June Dairy Month in Kentucky, the
Governor ran second with 4.8 pounds of milk in three
minutes. Winner was State Agriculture Commissioner
Harry F. Walters, with an impressive 8.6 pounds.
10,000,000 people in the United
States who are connected with
the dairy industry, and for the
improvement of public health. In
June, dairy products are at a
peak in both quantity and qu1
ity. The theme for June Dao
Month in Kentucky this year is,
"Enjoy Delicious Dairy Foods—
Your Best Food Buy."
ELI HAS SENSATIONAL PROOF
Ventnor Eli Fobee Ormsby 890360
The second proving of Ventnor
Eli Fobes Ormby with more
daughter-dam comparisons gives
him one of the highest ratings of
any sire that has been used in




9 daughters 14.308 3.9 560
dams 11,976 3.8 460
— — —
2,332 .1 100
The nine tested daughters of .
Eli average 14,309 .pounds of
milk, 3.9 per cent test and 560
pounds of butterfat on a mature
equivalent, 305 day, 2 time milk-
ing basis. The average of the
ANNOUNCE PLAN FOR
COMING YEAR, 50-51
The Cayce F. H. A. Chapthr
Executive Council held a meet-
ing in the Home Economics room
at Cayce High School, Thursday
afternoon, June 15.
The meeting was called to or-
'der by the neiv president, Car-
olyn Wright. Goals for the corn-
lag year 1950-51 were discussed
and the following committees
were appointed.
Nominating; Dorothy Sue Mos- Estate will on Thursday, June 29, 1950 at the hour
ley, chairman, Dorothella Brown,
Katherine Rice; Degrees Com- 
of 1:00 P. M. sell for cash at PUBLIC AUCTION
mittee, Panie Dale Jones, chair-
man, Betty puchanan, Katherine the following described items:
Rice and Joan Wade; Constitu-
tion, Sue Ammons, ' chairman,
.Martha Sue Jinkin, Canine
Scearce; Membership, Betty
Buchanan, chairman, Ann Hal-
low, :Lieanor King, Projects ot
Work, Betty Buchanan, chairman,
Loretta Gilbert, June Wright
Joy Ann Smith; Recreation,
Katherine Rice, chairman, Joan
'Wane and Anna Harris, Finance,
'Carolyn Jinkin, chairman Linda
Hicks and Sammy Mills; Project 7 COWS
Committees, Dorothy Sue Mosely, 
chairman and' Sue Ammons. 2 Calves.
dams of these cows was 11,976
pounds of milk 3.8 per cent test
and CM pounds of butterfat. Thus
Eli increased the production of
his daughters over their dams an
average of 2332 pounds of milk, .1
per cent test and 100 pounds of
butterfat.
This is really sensational,
pecially when the level of pro-
duction of the dams is considered
Eight of the nine daughters were
higher than their dams in butter- '
fat produced. The only daugnter ,
that was lower than her dam had '
608 pounds of fat. Her dam had
653 pounds.
Build up YOUR SOIL with
LEAF
ROCK PHOSPHATE
Particles so finely ground
60 they look like face pouder... feed each tiny root hair
with nature's richest source
of natural phosphate.
6i4 It costs little or no more to
get the finely powdered rock;
just insist on the FOUR LEAF
In d for quick results.
IMA Payineert for :ts Wel
Write Thomson Phocphote Company,
407 South Dearborn 3r., Chicago 5, M.
art., your lot& deoleri
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
SEED COMPANY
Cayce, Ky. Phone 17
P
SALE
UP AND UP AND UP
Federal expenditures have
risen from $3.4 billion in 1930 to
$9.3 bi:lion in 1940 and $42 bil-
lion r 1950.
" M.'. Sobbye Ann Grisham has
returr, I to the University of
Ala1 Tuscaloosa, Ala., fOr the
Rimy! : term after a ten day visit
with 'r parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Grbham. Miss Grisham is a 1
-senior at the University.
I, J. T.pavie, Administrator for the Rich Lacy'
1 Lot Household Goods





7 Hogs (Average 185-1b.)
20 Shoats (Average 100-
lb.)
4 Sows
1 Model A Ford
LOCATTION : 3 Miles Southwest of Crutchfield,
Ky., and 1 Mile North of Highway
94, on Gravel Road.




I water that falls on the land. The
By John I. Anderson report states that one-third of the 
I MARION KEARBY
 yearly rainfall east of the Miss-
Division of Markets : issippi is lost through run-off.
'Agricultural Miracles Also, more irrigation will be tried
Hybrid corn is common but in dry areas and deepening the
did you ever -bear of hybrid zone of soil in which roots can
onions and sugar beets? Hybrid grow. foMbeorfeeaoyffatghefhe 
farms.
drudery
grain sorghums and barely are seems 
also a definite possibility accord-
ing to a USDA report. Ftiod Buys For July
The report states that today's The following foods are expect-
farmer produces twice as much ! ed to be relatively abundant in
as the 1900 farmer—and gostly , Kentucky during the month of j
because of scientific research. July: Onions, carrots, irish pota-
But, according to the report, toes, fresh corn, snap beans, to-
science has no more than made inatoes, beets and watermelans •
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new addition to the list, and a
food that will be in abundant sup-
ply on retail markets throughout
the South. The 1949 riCe Crop of
89,000.000 bushels was a record
and almost 5 per cent larger than
the previous year, USDA report-
ed.
a beginning. The next 50 years
should produce argricultural mir-
acle". It is suggested that pilot
farms be established over the
country to adapt new advances
to each farm, And, farmers no
longer question the value of
scinetific research.
To cite one important advance,
a new wheat variety has been
bred that combines resistance to
leaf 'vat, loose smut, and hessian
fly. Similar progress has been
made on corn, tobacco, oats and
other crops.
A new research field is in mak-
ing' more efficient use of rain- !
are rated by USDA as good fruit j
and vegetable buys for the !
month, while dairy products, I
broilers, fryers, hens, eggs, pea-
nut butter and fish are listed as I
-the most plentiful and probably !
among the most economical, pur-
chases in protein food.
As an added attraction for July
meals, marketing specialists of
• the Department suggested rice, a
RETURNS FROM
LAKE JUNALUSKA
Miss Marion Kearby of Crutch-
field has returned after spending
a week at Lake Junaluska, North
Carolina. She, was one of the 17
delegates from the University of
Kentucky to attend the annual
Junaluska Regional Conference
of the Methodist College students.
Seventy universities and colleges
of the nine southern states were
represented at the Conference.
Mrs. Lon Pickle has returned
from Wichita, Kansas.
FOR SUMMER COMFORT
Combining Beauty and Performame
For Lou' Cost Summer Enjoyment
24" WINDOW FAN
Including motor
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY! WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD ON THE SAME QUALITY!
WE ALSO HAVE ATTIC FANS
FORRESTER SHOE SHOP
204 Main Street Fulton. Kentucky
NOW McDADE WILL GIVE YOU
SIXTY DOLLARS 
FOR YOUR OLD RANGE
Regardless of Condition 
Regardless of Make, -- Regardless of Type







NEI' COST 199 95
TO YOU 
s














































operation of oven 
and 
appliance outlet.






































































































Increased rates for local exchange telephone service in the State
.0 Kentucky to become effective on and after July 6, 1950, and in-
creased rates for intra-state message toll service to become effective
July 6, 1950, which rates were filed with the Kentucky Public Serv-
ice Commission on June 12, 1950, under the provisions of the Ken-
tucky statutes, are as follows:
Fulton:
Local Service, Monthly Rate
















At Exchanges Having a Monthly Daily Guarantee of Revenue
Business Individual Line Flat Rate of: From Local Messages
$15.50 or more
$10.75 or more but less than $15.50
8.75 or more but less than 10.75
8.00 or more but less than 8.75
7.50 or more but less than 8.06
7.25 or more but less than 7.50









AUXILIARY LINES, MONTHLY RATE
Inward Service Only, sit Exchanges Where This
Service is Offered, Each Line  2-3 Business Individual
Line flat rate
TOLL TERMINALS, MONTHLY RATE
At Exchanges Where This Service is Offered,
Each   3-5 Business Individual
Line Flat Rate











Hotel and Apartment House
Residence
Other Exchanges in the State
Business






I reckon it is pretty warm in
the sun, but vino wants to be in
the sun. The way the birds are
patronizing our bird bath and
the shade of our trees it must be
summer time fifty feet from
where I sit. I have been here most
$3.50 of the morning.
3.00 
Load of melons going by fol-
175 lowed by a big gas truck. I hope
they don't try to ,bump each
2.50 other oft the Highway. Railroads
are equipped to haul gas safely
and not spill it over the highway.
But "hurry, hurry" does not spell
"safety" and lives don't mean
much where "hurry-hurry" is
concerned.
, Guy just here whose wife had
jumped him for another guy. He
said it about broke his heart.
"Heck" sez I, "wives are a dime
a dozen but you better put that
heart in an Iron Lung and forget
it all." "Stay here the rest of the
day and we'll talk about fishin',
frolics and pumpkin pie." But he
went out into the cold, cold World
to tell somemobdy else I reckon.
My wife left me and went
away with a Pullman Conductor
and a darky porter. And if she
don't come back I'll eat aft the
sausage, buckwheat cakes 'and
canned pickles. And I don't need
iron, lung for my heart, tho I
may need some bicarbonate of
soda for my tummy.
Jane Parker of the A and P sex
that as soon as they cease trying
to make LIARS and AUTO
1DEALERS of her bosses she will
Rate go one better than dime-a-dozen
  I for wives and put them on the
lmarket, reasonably priced and as1
$1.50 fresh as her apple pies.









PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE TRUNKS
Trunk Lines, each per month:
Flat Rate:
Both-way  1-34 Ind. Line Flat Rate
Inward  Individual Line Flat Rate
Message Rate, in exchanges having a message rate schedule:
(Louisville, Owensboro, Paducah and Frankfort)
First Trunk ............. Individual Line Message Rate
Additional, without message
allowance, each per month   % Ind. Line Message Rate
Messages in excess of allowance
On first trunk line Individual Line Excess
Message Rate
Message Rate in Connection with Hotel and Apartment Housea
Service in Exchanges Not Having a Message Rate Schedule:
First both-way trunk, including an
allowance of 85 local messages,
per month  $6.00
Additional Trunk without message
allowance, each 



















CLASS A SERVICE STATIONS
Flat rate service is furnished at a rate for each station of one-sixth of
the rate applicable for individual line business flat rate service with-
in the base rate area, the minimum rate per line being the rate for
individual line business flat rate service, within the base rate area.
If there are less than six stii,tions connected to one line, the rate for
each station is the rate for six stations divided by the number of
stations connected to the line.
-- CLASS C SERVICE STATIONS
Flat rate service is furnished at a rate for each both-way trunk line
of twice the individual line business flat rate applicable within the
base rate area. Trunk lines to be used for one-way inward service
from the Telephone Company's central office are not furnished.
INTRASTATE MESSAGE TOLL SERVICE
Initial period rates for station to station, day, night and Sunday toll
message rates will be increased only five cents ($.05) on calls within
83 miles, and beyond 88 miles the rate will be increased fiste cents
($.05) to fifteen cents ($.15); the Majority of the increases being five
cents ($.05) and ten cents ($.10).
Initial period rates for person to person, day, night and Sunday toll
message rates will be Increased five cents ($.05) on calls within 56
miles and beyond 56 miles the rate will be increased from five cents
($.05) to twenty-five cents ($.25).
The overtime rate per minute for some station to station calls will
be increased by five cents ($.05). On some person to person calls an
increase of five cents ($.05) and ten cents ($.10) will be made; the






Summertime is vacation time,
but it is also during the summer
months that accidents claim more
lives than at any other seagon of
the year. It is a known fact that
accidents kill more people than
any other preventable cause of
death.
Since the Fulton C sunty
Health Unit is concerned about
everything that causes unnecess-
ary death or suffering, accident
Ilvelveatilm constitutes an im-
portant part of the health educa-
tion program.
During the iummer, more cars
are on the highways, more boats
are on the rivers and more chil-
dren have more time to play in
streets and other danger areas.
Safe and sane practices are need-
ed if injuries and even fatalities
are to be prevented.
Everyone knows that he should
not smoke in bed, sw:rn alone,
drive while drowsy, jaywalk or
get an overdose of sun, yet every
year thousands of people die
from just such accidehts.
During 1948, for example, thEthe
DANGEROUS
RI00•0 ow.c..as our..
Imta, .nnscoor OIRIARD 10 itirt0.1
SAFE
IRIDINt. CL0,1 AneD ...WAR
10 C.11.0 • MAW OW Of MORK
were 2,110 deaths from accidents
in Kentucky. Of this number,
722 were caused by motor ve-
hicles; 453 by falls and crush-
ing; 205 by burns and'conflagra-
tion; 194 industrial and agricul-
tural; 110 by drowning; 278 sui-
cides and 314 homicides.
These, it should be remember-
ed, are mortality figures. In ad-
dition to the deaths, there were
thousands of injuries which re-
sulted from accidents. Many Lf
these deaths and injuries couldj
have been prevented by the oh- I




They ids° have hearts.
Their being in prison,
Was -caused from bad starts.
Some are young and good looking,
This you wouldn't believe,
That each night in their cells,
They drop down on their knees;
To send' up a prayer
To the heavens above,
To ask the good Lord
To send them his love.
They pray for their mothers,
Their fathers and all . .
So how can their hearts
Be as bitter as gall?
Now in the near future
If you happen to mee:
A lonely ex-prisoner
While out on the street.
Don't turn a cold shoulder,
Or even your head,
Because he is just back
From the living dead.
But give him a smile,
And also your, hand,
Thereby you may help him





Mrs. Parks Weal& was hostess
to a lovely luncheon given Wed-
nesday at her home on West
State Line complimenting Miss
Carmen Botts of Union City, who
will be married June 30 to Mil-
ton Eugene Martin qf Columbia,
FHA LOANS
-See-
T. H. "Tom" Cowden








Clean as can be
If you're in doubt
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Summer flowers were attracti-
vely arranged in mixed bouquets
to decorate the luncheon table
and the living room.
The popular bride-elect was
dressed in a tailored white sum-
mer suit with matching accessor-
ies and a corsage of Cavalier
roses.
Mrs. Weaks presented Miss
Botts with a silver tray. •
Guests in addition to the bride-
elect were: Miss Charlotte 'Hud-
gens, Miss Katherine Pierce,
Mrs. John M. Owens, Mrs_ Pat
Mitchell and Miss Janet Parks,
all of Union City anid Mrs. FL R.
Tipton, Jr., of Tiptonville.
MR. AND MRS. BYARS
ENTERTAINED WITH
LOVELY PARTY FRIDAY
The employees of Puckett
Brothers at Dukedom delgiht-
fully entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Lstinsa Boosts wigh a 'going away"
party Iftriday slight Mr. Byars
has hems ee of the
Compaky for same time. They
live at the Star Cafe, East State
Line_
Catlin* diesisets were served at
the Star Cute.. where the guests
were masted al iseImisictall tables,
centered with artificial bouquets.
All enjoyed the nice party and
wish far Elr_ ad Mrs. Byars
good luck in Birk user job.
FOR. SAFE KEEPING
A House Appropriations Com-
mittee study dialosed that in
one year the Federal Bureau of
Internal Revenue printed 500
million tax farms and 115 million
instructions sheets to supply 47
million taxpayers. Hundreds of
millicsis of sack forms, long out-
dated and no longer useful, were
found stored in a leased build-
ing.
Attention Farmers
HAVE YOU PROTECTED YOUR FAMILY
FROM POLIO AND OTHER DREAD
DISEASES!
YOUR FARM BUREAU AGENT HAS A-10"
STAR EMERGENCY POLICY
WHICH WILL PAY UP TO ,
$5,000 an TO EACH
mini INSURED














$5 for one.00 person $10.00 ffaorzy
SOUTHERN FARM BUREAU
Life Insurance Company
Your Own Farm Bureaus Company
DON'T DELAY   CONTACT
H. J. FRENCH. Agent CLINTON STREET




131 other cars in
grueling Texas-to-
Guatemala test!
7 Ae poop of dr rvoir.• Al right,
Mot, he! oo,1
Here's proof of the brilliant performance and rugged
dependability of the "Rocket 88" Oldsmobile. In a
2178-mile endurance run, down the full length of Mexico
on the newly opened Pan-American Highway, a 1950
Oldsmobile "88" topped a field of 131 other cars! In
SEE YOUR NEAREST OLDSMOBILE
fact, three of the first ten and six al tie first twenty 'were
Oldsmobiles! This is clear evidence of the riutstand-
ing performance and endurance built isms every
"llocket" Engine and every Olibmunbile! Mike your latt
with a "Rocket 8" at your nearest Oldsmobile dealer's!
DEALER
KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 EAST STATE LINE
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CLASSIFIED ADS I
B U Y IRE-RENT
with an economical classified
ad in (hid column, react. each
week throughoist the ,Fulton
trade area. No other Method
reaches so many fdr so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
Each Succeeding Insertion 11/2e
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.
• For Sale
FOR ALE: 11-room house on
Carr Street; two apattments up
and two down; three-room
house with lights, water and '
toilet in back. Large lot ,
100x200. Bargain for $5,500. See
H. L. Hardy, Fulton.
- s-w-  -
FOR SALE: Duroc boar about 14
months old. See J. W. Heath or
Mr. Shanks.
RAMS FOR SALE: These are
young sheep, half Southdown,
half Hampshire. Hunter White-
sell.
FOR SALE: It's "OK": 1947 Ford
two-ton truck with four-speed
rear axle; $500. See it on our
"OK" used car lot on Fourth
Street. City Motor Company.
• Services
LAW111 MOWERS and hand saws
sharpened the modern way.
Hogg's Fish Market. 107 East
State Line.
COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE:
table tops, windows, structural,
plate, mirrors, glass shelves.
Auto glass installed while you
wait. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.; 210
Church Street, phone 909.
Billy C. Fry
Jeweler -





Across from the telephone office
FOR SALE: Good 1947 Ford two- pR. J. W. TOSH
ton truck. Four speed rear axle,
$600. See it at City Motor Com-1 E yesight Specialist






and ,automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service._












FOR SALE: 8 piece dining room
suite; also electric refrigerator.
Call 908 or 1134.
VITALAIRE ICE refrigerators,
100-pound capacity; only five
left at this new, low closeout
price of $65.00 each. Were
$89.50. Fulton Ice Company,
Phone 72, Fulton.
FOR SALE: Fr* acres. New
house, 4 large rooms _And bath
room. Closets. 4 miles north-
west Fulton on 51 Highway.
Arnie Brown, Crutchfield,
Route 1.
FOR SALE: Farmall tractor with
all equipment used but in very
good condition. John Deere
Combine with motor in practi-
cally new condition. Call or see
Dr. John L. Jones, Jr.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO-
GRAPH RECORDS: Latest
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM etc. Standard or long
playing. Sport Center. 324 Wal-
nut, Fulton, Ky.
NOTICE: plenty Tennessee River
catfish. Hogg's Fish Market.
Phone 224.
FOR SALE: Good used LA John
Deere tractor call 195.
FOR SALE: 1935 Oldsmobile
coupe. Good motor, good brak-
es. Has been running every day.
Beef cash offer drives it home.




DESTROY TENTtni ES. Free in-
Tethettrin. Reasonable price
Frank McKinney. Mayfield,
Ky. P. ). Box 471, Phone
1309-J.
Veterinary Service
for Fulton and adjacent counties,
at Evans Drug Company, phone
95.
Dr. E. B. Cherry,
Registered Veterinarian: hours
9:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m., or by ap-
pointment.
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in-
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin High-
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
DOCTORS' BILLS paid the easy
way by hospitalization policY.
Secured Casualty Insurance
Company; Gladys Hyland,
agent. Box 315; Phone 1185.
Dr. Irwin T. Sanders
Highest honor that can be ac•
corded a faculty member of tin
University of Kentucky College ol
Arts and Sciences, selection by his
colleagues as the College's "Dis-
tinguished Professor of the Year,
goes this year to Dr. Irwin T
Sanders. head of the Departmeri
of Sociology.
The 41-year-old professor, a na-
tive of Millersburg, joined the U.K.
sociology gaff in 1940 and hat
headed the department since 1945
His previous experience included six
years as an instructor at the Amer-
ican College in Snfia. Bulgaria, and
two years on the staff of Alabama
College. He is considered an au-
thority on various phases of, Balk ar
utliet7.
PUBLIC SALE:
Tuesday evening, June 27, 1950
1 beginning at 1 p. m., 801 Vine
Street. Two bedroom suites, one
dining room suite, has china
closet, one breakfast suite, two
electric refrigerators, four 9x12
wool rugs; one radio, chairs, odd
bed, dishes, lamps tables. Mrs. R.
M. Belew Odener, Charles W.
Burrow, Auctioneer.
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint &




Monday, June 26, 1950 beginn-
ing at 1 p. m., 706 Vine Street.
Entire household and kitchen
furniture, one new estate heat
•rontscriier circulating heater.
One netv Perfection cook stove,
one divan, chairs, rugs, lamps,
tables one buffet, one drop leaf
table, one writing desk. J. S.




To Buy, Sell or Trade
New and used furniture
DARNELL'S
108 Paschall St. Phone 1395
BOOKS WANTED: State histor-




To the many relatives, friends
and neighbors for their many
deeds of kindness and syrnpathy
during our recent bereavement
-the death of our husband and
father-we wish to express our
sincere appreciation.
Especially de we thank Rev.
Reub, the singers, pallbearers, ,
flower girls and Jackson Broth- i
ers Funeral Home.
-Mrs. William Gobel Usrey,
• Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Wan-
nocott.
• Notices
REGULAR LODGE MEETING: 1
tonight, 3:00 p. m. Be sure to
attend. Loyal Order of Moose.
212 Church -Street, Fulton.
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
The News :e authorised to announce
the candidacy of the -following, sub-
ject to the action of the Tennessee
Democratic Primary to he held on,
Thursday, August 3, 1950:
FOR U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
(Ninth Congressional District)
ROBERT A. (Fats) EVERETT
Have you protected your family -
from polio and other dread
diseases?
Your Farm Bureau agent has a
"10" Star Emergency Policy.
Don't Delay-Contact
H. J. French Clinton Street
Phone 2506 zickman, Ky,
5.00 PER WEEK
Earle Hotel
204 Plain Phone 55
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Free Mothproofing and
Storage Bag
With two or more full size garments brought to us to
Be Sanitone Cleaned and form pressed.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS FREE OFFER TODAY!
44 LAUNbdo




On Sunday, June 18, Mrs. Coy
Matheny entertained A. W.
Mahtenv. Coy Matheny and R. C.
White for Fathers Day. Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
White and family, Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Matheny, Dudley Matheny,
Jess Pickard, Mr. and Mrs. Eu-
gene Robertson and son, Mr. and
Mrs. G. A. Underwood and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Hershall Matheny,
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Armbruster,
Edwin Matheny, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Bradley and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold White and daughter,
Rev. Moore, Lucille Pickard,
Mrs- Ben Neely and Marion Lee
Oliver. Afternoon visitors were:
Jarnes Monty Vaden and Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Oliver. •
Judy Moore spent- last week
with her grandparents, Rev. and
Mrs. E. C. Nall, while her mother
is in Murray attending summer
classes.
Lucille .Pickard and Edwin
Matheny were guests of 11r. and
Mrs. Sonny Armbruster last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Ramp
Clapp, Jan And Bill of Clinton
were Sunday afternoon guests of
their parents. •
Little Richard White has re-
turned home after a three-Weeks
visit with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence White.
.Bettie White spent several
'clitys last week with Mrs. Frank
Barber.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones and two
girls of Cincinnati were visitors
last _week with her sister, Mr. and
Mr's. Mangus Batts:
Mr .and Mrs. Russell Beckman
entertained Thursday night with
a party for the young folks of
Mt. Zion and Wesley Churches.
Cake and ice cream were served.
AUSTIN SPRINGS
arey Frields
Eugene Lassiter left Monday
for 4-H Club camp that convenes
in Martin this week. He, along
with other members of Union
District No. 1, will spend the en-
tire week there.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union
City, spent the past 
weekendl.
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
Doron.
The Highway Department is
rapidly spreading gravel on the
new Browning road leading into
this village where the new road-
bed was built several months ago.
It will be finished within a few
weeks.
News reached relatives here of
the grave illness of Tommie Out-
land in Detroit, who is a victim
of virus pneumonia. His mother,
Mrs. Linus Stoker and brother,
Ernest Outland, left immediately
to attend his beside.
Miss Sylvia Donoho is in
Camden, Tenn., visiting relatives
while her grandmother, Mrs.
Griffe, remains very sick and un-
der treatment in Nashville.
Rev. Alton Peery filled his
regular appointment at Salem
Church and also announced the
opening cff Vacation Bible School
csn Monday. June 19 under the
leadership of Mrs. Rogers.
David and Leslie Lassiter are
indisposed victims of mumps.
Many crops of ladino clover
were saved this past week on the
farms of Howard Harris, Gaither
Mathis, Ed and Doyle Frields,
Bu ton Lassiter and there yet re-
mains a fiver fields of ladino,
fescue and red clover. The yield
is reported exceptionally good.
Karen, small daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Doyle Frieda, is suffer-
ing from an ugly blood boil,
however she is getting around.
Mrs. T. T. Harris is improving
at this writing and remains a
patient at Haws Hospital. Many '
friends are calling at her bedside.
Mrs. Bill Cantrell and baby
son, William Howard, have re-
turned home from the hospital
and are doing nicely.
Patti and Freddie Ray McCoy
of Memphis are spending the
summer with grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Johnson.
A spinster is a lady desperate
enough to play post office with a
second class male.
When you're average you're as




Are you having any check-
out trouble at your A&P?
When 'we first started our
Customer Relations Depart-
ment, we received more com-
ments about delay at the
checkout stands than anything
else. -
We've worked hard since
that time to give you the kind
of checkout service you want.
Are there enough stands to
care for all our customers
promptly?
Are the checkers efficient,
•csurate and courteous, as
• 'ley should be?
If there's anything further
.e can do to make this final
.irt of your shopping trip





































Strained, 4 jars 39c










































































SARDINES MAINE OILor MUSTARD

























Hearts Delight Fruit Nectar, jar 12c
LINIT STARCH, 12-oz. pkg. 12c
1111.1 libel
KARO SYRUP, 11/2-Lb. Bot. 18c
ARGO STARCH, Corn, 1-1b. pkg. 12c
MAZOLA OIL,  Pt. 35c - Qt. 59c
Golden Staley's Syrup, 1½-lb. bot. 19c






























r A \ 39'
SWIFTS MEATS
For Babies
Diced, 5-oz. can 29c






































M & M CHOCOLATES
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